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Freshmen Elect Class Officers 
Elliott Picked As Presi 
Class officers were elected by 
the freshmen class last Thursday, 
October 18th, climaxing two week* 
of campaigning: activity by 
twenty-five nominees. This ii the 
I first year in the history of East- 
ern that class officers were elect- 
[ ed after this type of campaign. 
The  four  victorious   candidates 
I for  the    four  top    post* in    the 
I freshman  class were:  Ronnie El- 
1 Bott,     elected     president;     Gary 
Maynard;    vice    president;    Gall 
J Snivel, secretary; and Bill Allison, 
| who will be freshman treasurer. 
Ronnie    Elliott  is  an    English 
major   from   Harrodsburg    Ken- 
tucky.     Ronnie   was     active     in 
state   speech work In high school 
and  is  known  to  the  campus  as 
the boy who did the Andy Griffeth 
monologue at the freshman talent 
ahow.  He was In  the top  15 per 
! cent of his freshman class on the 
I college entrance examination.  He 
1 la pledged to Pershing Rifles and 
is a member of B.S.U. 
Gary Maynard, the vice presi- 
dent, is a civil engineering majot 
from Myra, Kentucky. He was one 
of the top students academically 
at Borton High School where he 
graduated as salatorian ' of his 
class last June. 
The fesh secretary. Gail Shivel 
is a music major from Ashland. 
She was a member of her high 
school Beta club for three years. 
Gall enjoys drama work and has 
received offers to sing profes- 
sionally. She is also active in her 
church and has been a Sunday 
school teacher for several years. 
Freshman class funds will be in 
the hands of Bill Allison, a com- 
merce major from Lexington 
Kentucky. Bill was active in stu- 
dent government and sports at his 
high school, Clover Park, in 
Washington D.C. He. spent two 
years in the army before he en 
tered Eastern. 
These officers, along with the 
executive board, will be in charge 
of steering the freshman class for 
1960-61. Their class sponsors are 
Miss Willie Moss, Home Economic 
department and Mr. John Rowlett, 
Industrail  Arts  department. 
PROFESSOR   PREDICTS 
RESULTS IF NIXON 
ELECTED  PRESIDENT 
An Eastern history professor 
predicted yesterday that three 
days after next month's presi- 
dential election, if Richard M. 
Nixon is elected, there will be 
troops in the streets and banks 
will  be  closed. 
Nov. 11th, three days after the 
•lection, to Veteran's Bay. This is 
a national holiday commemorat- 
ing the ending of the World War 
1, and all banks are closed with 
reserve and veteran units prading 
in the streets. 
Pictured above is the new women's dorm. The dorm was named for Dean Emma Y. Case for her many 
long years of service. The building will house 300 women thus relieving the over-crowdedness. When the 
dorm is completed it will have cost over $100,000. 
RONNIE   EIXJOTT GARY    MAYNARD BILL   ALLISON • All,    SHIVEL 
Roads Council 
Head Speaks Here 
James Stephen Watkins, presi- 
dent of the Kentucky Better Roads 
Council, told an assembly of stu- 
dents and faculty members 
Wednesday morning at Eastern 
State College that a "yes" vote 
on the roads and parks bond issue 
will uplift the welfare of Kentucky. 
"If we do not pass this issue," 
Watkins said, "we will not have 
sufficient funds to match the Fed- 
eral aid for better roads and 
parks. An adequate road system 
in Kentucky will .bring incredible 
value economically. It will pro- 
mote Industrial development, help 
agriculture, by providing safer 
roads to and from the farms and 
factories, and it will permit our 
children to travel more safely to 
and from school." 
Watkins said that nearly 4,000 
people were killed and more than 
70,000 injured on Kentucky high- 
ways in the past five years. "Some 
of these accidents were caused by 
inadequate and outdated high- 
ways," he said. 
"We are already paying taxes 
to take care of Federal Aid," he 
continued. "If we lose the bond 
issue, we will continue to pay, 
but other states will get our mon- 
ey." He said that many citizens 
do not vote and further urged that 
everyone go to the polls and vote: 
Watkins was Introduced by Lar- 
ry Wetenkamp, vice president of 
the Student Council. 
The Eastern president. Dr. Rob- 
ert R. Martin. Introduced Court- 
ney Seltz, president of the Young 
Republican Club, and Tom Isaacs, 
president of the Young Democrat 
Club. He urged the assembly to 
vote "yes" for both*'the constitu- 
tional convention issue as well as 
the roads and parks issue. 
Nixon Wins Election 
Thursday, October 20, a mock election was held under the sponsor- 
ship of the Young Democrat and Young Republican clubs and with the 
help of Student Council acting as poll officials. 
After the final count was in it showed that Vice-Presldent Richard 
Nixon had received 536 of the votes cast, a 58% plurality of the votes, 
this opposed to Senator John Kennedy's 390 votes which in turn gave 
him the remaining 42% of the votes. 
The  contest    between    senator Mr.   Dickey's  *35. 
Cooper and ex-governor Johnson 
found to be in heavev excessive 
for Senator Cooper. He' received 
634 opposed to Mr. Johnson 271. 
Election for represenativ.- was a 
very close on. After careful 
tabulation it wao f'tuna that Mr. 
Watt had edged Mr. Dickey by 
an extremely small margin. The 
final count was Mr. Watts 460. to 
Attention all Eastern Students! 
The paper will be running a 
women's page In their coming 
issues. 
This page will contain all the 
news concerning the Eastern 
students. All couples engaged, 
newly married, or having news 
of this sort and wish to have It 
publicised, please contact Con- 
nie McKendrick, room 305, Bur- 
nam Hall. 
CADUCEUS  CLUB 
HAS CAVE OUTING 
Thirty Caduceus Club members 
enjoyed an outing held last mon- 
day at the cave on the Lancaster 
Jack Welte provided refreshments, 
and Doug Scoutchfield added the 
humor. 
The next Caduceus Club meet- 
ing will be November 7. when in- 
i nation  speechs  will   be  heard. 
As was predicted the issue of 
Limited Constitutional Revision 
won by the largest majority of 
votes cast. It won overwhelmingly 
by a.vote of 749, to 97 opposed. 
This gave it a i&% puraMty the 
targes cast in the election. 
The Highway Bond issue also 
recieveda large plurality of the 
vote. Some 709 votes being cast 
for it, giving it an 86 > plurality 
and 97 opposing: vot^a. 
Everyone thai particapated In 
the election generally considered 
it well run and what everyone 
'hought of as a tremendous f-uc- 
cess. 
New Curtains 
Placed On Stage 
Several thousand dollars worth 
of curtains are now being install- 
ed on the stage of Brock Audi- 
torium. The auditorium curtains 
hall not been replaced in twenty- 
five  years. 
The stage floor has been sanded 
and refinished. A drop cloth has 
been purchased and scenery paint- 
ing will no longer be permitted 
on the stage. 
Black out curtains have been 
Installed throughout the audi- 
Itriun that are computable with 
the new stage curtains. 
The L.T.C. is the fire* campus 
organization that will make use of 
the new stage facilities. The 
theatre club opens It's production 
of "Sabrina Fair" In the audi- 
torium on  October 31. 
The stage will also be utilized 
for the inauguration of President 
Martin. This will be held on 
November 11th. 
35 Seniors Picked 
For Who's Who 
Thirty-five seniors have been selected for Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and 
Universities. The selection was made by a commi ttee of faculty and students on the basis of scholar- 
ship, qualities of leadership, and other factors contributing to the student's worth on the campus. 
David Adams is a physics major from Richmond. His college activities include the Progress staff, 
OAK'S, PI Tau Chi, Math Club, Physics Club, D. S. F. and K. I. E. 
Social Committee Reveals Plans 
For Huge Halloween Party 
The social committee has announced plans for an open house in 
the Student Union Building on Halloween night, October 31. 
The committee met Monday and formulated plans for a new type 
of party. In the past the grill has been open and doughnuts and elder 
was served. Noise-makers were passed out as favors. There was no 
cost to the student body. 
This year the S. U. B. will be 
open from 7:30 till 11:30 and a 
band will be hired to play in the 
cafeteria. Admission to the dance 
will be free. 
A bridge party will be held the 
same night during the same hours 
in the grill and lobby. Any one 
who would like to play bridge has 
been asked to bring their own 
cards. 
A  variety  and  horror  show  is 
L.T.C. Play, Sabrina Fair, 
Opens Next Monday Night 
The Little Theatre Club, under the direction of Mr. Gerald Honaker. 
will present the four act comedy, Sabrina Fair, in Brock Auditorium 
Monday, October 31, and Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Novem- 
ber 1, 2, 3. 
The play concerns the daughter of a Long Island chauffeur who 
returns from France, where she worked for five years, to find out if 
she is in love with her childhood sweetheart. 
MEMBERS OF THE "SABRINA FAIR" cast were photographed at 
rehearsal last night The students pictured are, left to right, John 
Boone, Mary Margaret Lewis, Lary Cole, Charles Caudill, and Barry 
Brennen. 
The cast features a number of 
new faces. Leslie Sandford, a 
freshman, has the role of young 
Sabrina. This is the first major 
stage appearance for Miss Sand- 
ford. 
Linus Larrabee, is also appearing 
for the first time in a major 
Eastern production. Chuck ha » 
appeared in a number of one-act 
plays on the campus. He is a 
junior Industrial Arts Major. 
Ben Cook has never appeared 
in a campus production. Ben will 
portray Sabrina's father, Fair- 
child. 
Barry Brennen a sophomore 
English and histoi-y major, ap 
pears as Linus Larrabee Sr. Barry 
has been in several one-acts, but 
has never appeared In a major 
production. 
The role of Julia McKinlock, 
the humorous editor of a women's 
magazine, is played by Audrey 
Caudill. Audrey is a senior and 
is a physical education major. 
Sabrina's supposed lover. Paul, 
is played by another freshmen 
newcomer, Larry Cole. Ljiry has 
never appeared on the Eastern 
stage   before. 
Pat Sherlock, also ,a ireshmur., 
will appear aa the vamplsh ex- 
wife of one of the Larrabee sons. 
Pat will play Gietchen, an effec- 
tive walk-on. This is Pat's first 
role in a major play too. 
Maude    Larrabee,    the 
leader of  Long  Island  Sound,   is 
portrayed     by     Mrs.     Katneiine 
Roberta. Mrs. Roberts is the house 
mother at Memorial Hall.  She  is 
appearing for the first time on 
the  Eastern  stage. 
Gay Klinglesmith, inolhci- 
freshman, will play the role of 
Margaret a maid in the Larrabee 
home. 
The title role is played by Mary 
Margaret Lewis. Mary Margaret 
is a senior English major and has 
been featured in a number of 
productions. She has also worked 
for several summers at Pioneer 
Playhouse in Danville .. 
John Boone plays the younger 
son, David. John is a seninr com- 
merce major and has worked at 
Pioneer Playhouse and in several 
movies. 
WESLEY TO SPONSOR 
PANCAKE  BREAKFAST 
The Wesley F o u n d a tion will 
sponsor a pancake breakfast on 
Sunday morning, October 30, at 
the First Methodist Church. The 
breakfast will begin at 9:00 and 
will cost .26c per person. Church 
school will follow the affair to 
which the student body Is invited. 
The organization will also hold 
a picnic on Sunday afternoon at 
the Pentacle near Berea, Ken- 
tucky. Transportation will be 
social j. furnished for those people who 
wish to go. The group will leave 
from the front of Burnam Hall 
at 2:00. Fifty cents will be charg- 
ed to attend. 
also being planned for the Little 
Theatre in the Student Union 
Building. 
The Dean of Women has em- 
phasized that it will be the stu- 
dents'- night and that the Union 
Building would be available for 
any kind of activities that the 
students would like to have. 
The members of the committee 
wha are planning the affair are: 
Charles Klonne, Polly Jane Mor- 
ris, Pat Burgin, Jim Pierce, Linda 
Murcill, John Velter, and Barry 
Brennen. The Dean of Men and 
the Dean of Women and repre- 
sentatives from the faculty are 
also included. 
Leonard Jefferson in a cnemis- 
try major from Gerinantown. Ky. 
Leonard is a member of K.I.E., 
O.A.K.S, Biology Club, and 
Cadeucus Club. He is president of 
the .-cmen class and has been an 
honor  student   for   four   years. 
Larry Knarr is a social science 
major from Bellevuc. Ky. He is 
sports editor of the Progress and 
a member of O.A.K.'. Larry has 
also been active in World Affaire 
Club and K.I.E. He was also 
treasurer of the sophomore class. 
Marjorie Hill is a phyjlcal 
education major from Cynthiana, 
Ky. She has been an active mem- 
ber of P.E. club Drum and Sandal, 
Kappa Delta Pi, W.R.A.. and Col 
leglate Pentacle. 
David Grosheider is from New 
Albany, Indiana. Dave is a social 
science major. His activities in- 
clude: K.I.E., O.A.K.'s. and the 
marching Maroons. Dave Is vice- 
president of the senior class and 
president of the bamf.' 
Charles Stanley Cade is an In- 
dustrial Arts Major from Miami, 
Florida. He Is a member of K.I.E., 
I.A. club, and plans to teach In- 
dustrial Arts in Florida after 
graduation. 
Larry Stanley is a History 
major from Pikevllle, Ky. Larry 
is Editor of the Eastern Progress, 
senior delegate to student con- 
gress, President of English Can- 
terbury Club, and a presidential 
monitor. He is also active In 
Episcopal Canterbury Club, Little 
Theatre Club and has served aa 
vice president of Alpha Psi 
Omega national drama honorary. 
Larry is also a member of O.A. 
K.'s. 
Micheal Gassoway is an English 
major from Louisville, Kv. Mike is 
a member of B.S.U., K.I.E., O.A. 
K.'s, and Y.M.C.A. He plans to 
enter the Baptist Theological Se- 
minary after graduation. 
Ann Scott Corns is a Home 
Economics major fro mVanceburg, 
Ky. She is a member of CWENS, 
Collglae Pentacle, Kappa Delta PI, 
SNEA. Y.W.C.A. and was presi- 
dent of Home Economics Club. 
Betty Lucille King is a Home 
Economics major from Paris, 
Kentucky. She is a state presi- 
dent of Home Economics clubs 
and a member of the following 
organizations: Kappa Delta Pi, 
SNEA, Pi Tau Chi CWENS. Col- 
legiate Pentacle, and Y.W.C.A. 
Janet Wesley Is a commerce 
major from Louisville. Ky. She is 
Editor of the Milestone and a 
member of collegiate Pentacle. 
She has also been a member of 
Kappa Delta Pi and Student 
Council. 
Betty Lou Tichenor is an ele- 
mentary eduction major from 
Erlanger. Ky. Betty is a member 
of Kappa Kappa Sigma, Y.W.C.A., 
and B.S.U. 
Gail Holbrook is an elementary 
education major from Wheel- 
wright, Ky. She has been active In 
Pi Omega Pi, Kappa Delta Pi, 
CWENS, Collegiate Pentacle, anc 
was former president of Burnam 
Hall House council. Gail wal 
elected the ideal junior co-ed ol 
1959-60. 
Elizabeth Shaw is an English 
"major from Frankfort, Kentucky. 
Liz is Edior of h Milestone, Editor 
of Belles Littres, and is a member 
of Little Theatre Club Alpha Psi 
Omega. She is also vice president 
of Kappa Pt, a national art lionoi- 
ary. 
Nancy Stedmen is a history and 
English major. She comes from 
Mlddletown, Kentucky. Nancy is 
a member of B.S.U, CWENS, Col- 
legiate Pentacle, and Milestone 
staff. 
Mary Margaret McGlasson Is 
an English major from Hebron. 
Ky. She is the wife of Mr. Alvin 
McGlasson and now resides in 
Richmond. 
Fred Crump is an Industrial 
arts major from Richmond, Ky. 
Fred is the editor of the military 
section of the milestone. He Is a 
member of the industrial arts 
club, and is S-3 in Pershing Rifles. 
He has been a member of the 
rifle team for 3 year£ and was 
president of the freshman, sopho- 
more, and junior classes. Fred 
will also graduate as a distinguish- 
ed military student. 
Bally Pearson is from Rich- 
mond, Kentucky, and is majoring 
in English and Latin. Bally is 
active in Canterbury club and 
Westminster Fellowship. 
Sarah Welsh is an Elementary 
Education major. She comes from 
Louisville, Ky. Sarah is a member 
of CWENS. Collegiate Pentacle 
and Kappa Delta Pi. She was also 
elected ideal co-ed in her sopho- 
more year. 
Sandy Wilhoite is a commerce 
major from Erlanger, Ky. She is 
a member of CWNES, Collegiate 
Pentacle, Pi Omega Pi. Kappa 
Delta Pi. Pi Tau Chi. and Student 
Council. Sandy has also served as 
editor of the    Progress and    was 
elected   ideal   freshman  co-ed. 
Judy Eversole is from Rich- 
mond Ky. She is majoring in 
elementary education. He activi- 
ties include: Kappa Delta Pi, col- 
legiate Pentacle, D. S. F, and the 
Photo Club. 
Virgil Moore is a math major 
from Baughman, Ky. He was 
commander of RO.T.C, president 
of Cadet Officers Club, President 
of the Young Republicans, and is 
director of the students for Nixon- 
Lodge. 
Jocelyn Ferguson is majoring 
in health and Physical education. 
She lives in Manchester, Ky. She 
has been active in Kappa Delta 
Pi, Collegiate Pentacle, CWENS, 
W.R.A., and the Clay County 
Club . 
Frank Tomaro is trom New 
Jeisey. He is majoring in Com- 
merce. Frank has been in PI 
[ Omega Pi. and "E" club. He is 
also a member of the varsity 
football  team. 
Jeanne Adams, Richmond, is a 
home economics major. Jeanne's 
campus activities arc the Home 
Ec. Club. Disciple Student Fellow- 
ship, Pi Tau Chi, and Collegiate 
Pentacle. 
John Anderson is from Colum- 
bia, Ky. and is majorirfgin physics. 
John is one of the most active 
students oncampus being presi- 
dent of five organizations: 
Y.M.C.A; Math Club; Physics 
Club; and the two men's honor- 
aries, K.I.E. and O.A.K.'s. 
Don Axsom, RO.T.C. commaad- 
er and Student Council president, 
is a commerce major from Colum- 
bus. Indiana. His other activities 
include: Milestone staff. Pershmg 
Rifles    and  Officers  Club. 
Kay Bowman is from Tyner, 
Ky, and has a double major in art 
and English. Her campus activi- 
ties include: Big Sisters, Y.W.C.A., 
S.N.E.A., Kappa Pi, R.O.T.C. 
sponsor, Snowball Queen, and 
Canterbury Club. 
Darryl Brown is a commerce 
major from Prestonsburg, Ky. His 
activities include: band, orchestra, 
Preshing Rifles, O. A. K.'s, Of- 
ficers Club Rifle team, K.I.E. 
and the dance band. 
Frances Mae Dobbs is an 
English major from Bumside, Ky. 
She is a member of Kappa Delta 
Pi, Collegiate Pentacle, B.S.U:, 
and the English Canterbury Club. 
Mary Arlene Hatton is a native 
(Continued on Page Four) 
The students above have been named to Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges.   Left to right, first row: Larry Stanley. Charl« 
Code   Darryl Brown. Larry Knarr, John Anderson, Mike Gassaway. Bailey  Pearson.    Second  row:   Leonard   Jefferson    Fred  i  rump,  pa 
Grosbleder   Frank  Whalen, Don  Axsom. Virgil Moore, Dave Adams, Frank  Tomoro    Third row:  Arlene Hatton,  Nancy Steadman. Ja 
Weslev   Gail Holbrook, Marjorie Hill, Kay Bowman, Francis Dobbs   Elizabeth Shaw.   Fourth row: Jocelyn Feguaon, Sandy wilhoite. Jeaii 
Adams] Betty Tichenor, Judy Eversole, Betty King, Ann Corns. Mary MacGlasson.   Not  pictured:   Carl  Cole   Jack  UpcnurcU, and  =» 
Thompkins. 
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A CHRISTIAN ATTITUDE? 
It is indeed unfortunate that at such a critical time 
as this year's presidential election some people are at- 
tempting to make the campaign for the presidency one 
fought on fhe basis of religious affiliation and beliefs. 
The atvti-Kennedy movement has attracted some 
of the country's prominent Protestant leaders such as 
Norman Vincent Peale, who presided over a meeting of 
the National Conference of Citizens for Religious Free- 
dom (and against John F. Kennedy), and Dr. Ramsey 
Polhsrd, president of the Southern Baptists. Dr. Peale 
has since repudiated the conference and denied any 
forehand- knowledge of the conference's purpose. But 
many fundamental Protestant groups are still calling 
for the election of a Protestant president and stirring! 
up the flame of religious bigotry and hatred. It is ob-J 
vious that many of these sartie men are planning to 
mount their pulpits and turn this Sunday, set aside as 
Reformation Sunday, into a gigantic "hate rally" 
against John F. Kennedy. 
An example of the inane attempts that these 
groups will go to in attacking Kennedy has reached our 
Campus. A Lexington minister has had some of his 
harangues against Kennedy printed and distributed. Ex- 
cerpts from this tract only illustrate the rabid attempts 
to discredit Kennedy by those who base their appeal 
upon the lowest levels of intelligence, emotionalism, 
and   fear. 
One of these bulletins states that "there are many 
reasons I could give why I am afraid of a Catholic Pres- 
ident • . . " then the author proceeds to give the fol- 
lowing reasons for supporting Richard Nixon: 
"What must be my thought about Senator Ken- 
nedy—who believes—if he came into my church . . . 
and heard me preach the word of God—he would com- 
mit a sin and be compelled to confess to his priest to 
be forgiven." 
"Senator Kennedy is forbidden to read any Bap- 
fist or Protestant books. In the even he was elected 
president ... he would not be allowed to examine all 
fhe evidence before signing or vetoing bills. He would 
read only the evidence that was favorable to the Cath- 
olic Church." 
"Senator Kennedy is a good Catholic; therefore, 
bows in subjection to the Pope. If he should be elected 
president . . . would he not kneel and kiss the papal 
ring-? That kiss is not a lover's kiss, neither is it the kiss 
of a mother for her baby—but it is the kiss of subjec- 
tion." 
Both Senator Kennedy and Vice-President Nixon 
have stated that religion is not and should not be an 
issue in the election. 
But many Americans want to cloud the real issues 
with hatred. It would appear that Adam Clayton Pow- 
ell's statement that "the Klan has put aside its white 
robes for ministerial garb" is unfortunately true. 
Americans must not allow themselves to be influ- 
enced by the crys of such religious rabble rousers. It is 
the duty of every one of us to combat such bigoted 
propaganda. 
It would indeed be a crime against American 
democracy to say that John F. Kennedy was denied the 
right to lead our country when he was baptised a Cath- 
olic forty-three years ago. 
The decision of who shall be our next president 
must be made by citizens well informed of the major is- 
sues involved not by those whose minds have been 
poisoned by religious bias and prejudice! 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
In order to clarify our position concerning the 
editorials, we wish to make this restatement of editorial 
policy. 
It has always been a time-honored tradition of 
newspapers that the editorials are the personal opin- 
ions of the editors. They are not intended to reflect in 
any way the opinion of the administration or the student 
body. 
If any one, either in the administration, faculty, or 
student body, differs with the editorials, they are urged 
to express their own views in the Letters To The Editors. 
EVANS C. SPURLIN 
Public Auctions, Private Scries 
PHONE 858 Or 894 
LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR BANKING NEEDS! 
f STATE   BANK  AND 
| TRUST  COMPANY 
OF   UDRMOND,   KENTUCKY 
MWnlKR FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
MtMMft FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 
THE RELIGIOUS QUESTION 
Dear Editors, 
I visited the Republican headquarters in the Glyndon Hotel yester- 
day. I went there to purchase buttons, stickers, etc. in order to pub- 
licize my support of Richard M. Nixon. I went away appalled at the 
tactics being employed by the local Republicans. 
In direct defiance of the Clean Campaign Pledge and public state- 
ments by their candidate, the Richmond G. O. P. is aiding and abetting 
the spread of malicious and bigoted anti-Catholic propaganda. 
A ••brother" Walker, the minister of a Lexington church, in a 
tract called the "Ashland Avenue Baptist," uses inflammatory tactics 
and out-right mis-interpretation of facts to incite and stir up the 
public to what he calls the "Catholic menace." I do not challenge 
"brother" Walker's right to print his opinions and circulate them. But 
I do doubt the wisdom of using the mechanics of the Republican Party 
to do so! 
Is our candidate so lacking in merit that we must stoop to such 
tactics to defeat his opponent? Are his qualifications so poor that wo 
must employ lies, bigotry, and prejudice to get him elected ? I think 
that the answers to these questions are a vehement, No! and I urge 
all Republicans on the campus who feel the actions of the Richmond 
GOP are incompatible with their philosophy as Republicans and Chris- 
tians to use any influence at their command to stop such practices, 
which will, if left to flourish unabetted, give our party and its candi- 
dates a bad name. 
Signed. 
Barry Wade  Brennen »        •        *        *        • 
On Nov. 8th, of this year America will face a very serious decision, 
the decision of electing a new president. I believe that we here at 
Eastern aa students. Americans, and the future leaders of this great 
country of ours, should take an active interest in the presidential cam- 
paign, as well as the other issues on the ballot. 
Now. I know that I cannot in this short statement convince anyone 
to vote a certain way. I am writing this purposely to express my 
views on the presidential race that will take place next month. 
I was born into a Democratic family. I am happy to say that my 
family is not what you might call a "staunch Democratic family." I 
feel that I can, and must vote for the man that I feel is best qualified 
for the job and will lead America in the right way. I sincerely believe 
that that man is Senator John Kennedy. 
In my opinion Senator Kennedy is as fine a man as America has 
to offer. He is a man of high morals, ambition, intelligence, and most 
of all, a Christian. Senator Kennedy's record, as a senator, a soldier, 
and an American citizen, is an outstanding one. 
As a senator, he defeated Henry Cabot Lodge by 70,000 votes in 
the race for the U. S. Senate In 1952, he broke' all vote-getting records 
in'Winning re-election by 873,000 votes, carrying every city and-county 
in Massachusetts in 1958, and through his leadership and guidance 
many bills have been Introduced and passed through the Senate. 
Senator Kennedy was a decorated soldier in World War II, for his 
leadership and bravery. 
•As a citizen. Senator Kennedy has proven himself a valuable 
asset, to our country,'through his leadership and public service. 
As a student at Eastern, I find that the greatest opposition to 
Senator Kennedy is his religion. This is tragic! I would like to make 
a few comments on this question, to clear up some vicious attacks on 
Senator Kennedy's religion. 
With the students, I find that the main objective is the separation 
of church and state. I would like to quote Senator Kennedy's .reply 
to this question. 
"I believe as a senator that the separation of church and state is 
fundamental to our American concept and heritage and should remain 
so." 
This, in my opinion, sums up the question of religion. If at any 
time anyone is interested enough in the religious question, and the 
above statement doesn't put their minds at ease, I would be happy to 
discuss it further with anyone. 
I have only one other point that I would like to clear up before 
I close, and that is the oath that Senator Kennedy took when he 
entered the "Knights of Columbus". Recently while in a class here 
at Eastern, a fellow student made the statement to me, that he could 
not vote for any man that had taken the oath, even if he was the last 
man on earth. This statement was clearly made in complete ignorance 
of the facts. The oath he was speaking of is a fake oath and reads 
as follows: 
"I do further promise and declare that I Will, when opportunity 
presents, wage relentless war, secretly and openly against all heretics. 
Protestants, and Masons, as I am directed to do, to extricate them 
from the face of the whole earth." 
This is the fake oath. A congressional committee, some few years 
ago, investigating unfair election practices, condemned the oath as a 
fabrication A person'using this oath in connection with election 
practices is subject to being charged with criminal libel. This past 
August a minister in Knoxvllle, Tennessee, was charged with criminal 
libel for using the oath in his pulpit. 
The actual oath reads as follows: 
"I swear to support the Constitution of the United States, I pledge 
myself, as a Catholic citixen and a Knight of Columbus, fully to en- 
lighten myself upon "my duties as a citizen and conscientiously perform 
them entirely in the interest of my country, regardless of all personal 
consequences. I pledge myself to do all in my power to preserve the 
Integrity and purity of the ballot and to promote respect for law and 
order. I promise to practice my religion consistently and faithfully, 
and to so conduct myself in public affairs and in the exercise of public 
virtue as to reflect nothing but credit upon our Holy Church, to the 
end that she may flourish and our country prosper to the greatest 
honor and glory of God." 
I ask you. can we hold this oath against anyone? 
I suppose that I could go on writing for Senator Kennedy in- 
definitely If I had only the time. I can only say that I hope that we 
as Americans will not hold Senator Kennedy's religion against him 
on Nov. 8th, and will vote for the man best suited for the job. Re 
member the man elected on Nov. 8th will lead our country for the 
next four years. These four years could well prove to be the moat 
trying years in our country's history. If you are completely satisfied 
with thing* as they are now, vote for the party in office now, if you 
are not satisfied, and want to see America progress and gain back its 
lost prestige vote the straight Democratic ticket on Nov. 8th. 
Signed, 
Tom Isaacs, President 
, Young Democrats- Club •        •        •        •        • 
A  BAND  SUPPORTER 
I would like to sing praises of a group on campus whom we all 
take for granted, the "Marching Maroons " They have shown more 
school spirit at the games than the entire student body. They are 
behind our team when we are on the losing side as well as when we are 
ahead. They not only play at football and basketball games; they find 
time to yell between songs. Not many schools can boast of such an 
organization, and I only wish the rest of the student body would follow 
Thank you, band members, for your support. H's people like you 
who give the cheerleaders hope that someday school spirit will be 
present at Eastern. 
Anne  Stanley Johnson 
TOUCHE 
Mr. J. S. Watkins, former highway commissioner, is shown talking 
to Larry Wetenkamp who introduced him at Wednesday's assembly. 
Mr. Watklnes spoke to the student body on the Road and Parks Bond 
Issue. 
SEE  STORY ON  PAGE  ONE 
by DAVID ADAMS 
LADY CHATTERLEY'S BROTHER 
by R. S. LAWRENCE 
( CM exceVfUr from Hie e*pu*t|<itetJ version) 
Pinioning her to the bed, he covered her Hps with Impassioned 
kisses.    "Let's make love," he whispered. 
"Oh, Bill," she sighed, as she • * • * • (asterisks denote censored 
portion). 
The next morning she awoke with a start, thinking oT the oe- 
curence of the previous night. "Why did I do such a foolish thing?" 
She wondered. "I shall be ruined for life." she thought. Then she 
remembered * • * 
« • • * * 
"If only it didn't have such severe consequences," she thought. 
She shivered half in delight, half in fear, and half because her night 
gown was torn and she was cold. "I'm sorry I tore your night gown, 
but I couldn't help It." BUI had said. She didn't really mind. It was 
an old night gown and when Bill •• * «, she was actually delighted. 
Something like that didn't happen every day. 
(Author's note: Sounds pretty wild doesn't it? I'll bet that just 
for—ahem!—Intellectual curiosity you would like to read the story in 
its original unexpurgated form, so ) 
Pinioning her to the bed, he covered her lips with impassioned 
kisses    "Let's make love," he whispered. 
"Oh, Bill," she sighed as she pushed him onto the floor. "We have 
been married for ten years and you still can't remember that we go 
bowling with the 9mythes every Thursday night." 
"What did you do with my Bowling Ball?" Bill asked from the 
depths of the closet. 
The next morning, she awoke with a start, thinking of the oc- 
currences of the previous night." Why did I do such a foolish thing?" 
"I shall be ruined for life." she thought. Then she remembered the 
warning Bill had given her, "Don't sling the ball over your shoulder 
when It's your turn to howl. You could kill somebody that way." And 
Sure enough, she dM hit a man 6 alleys away He had survived, but he 
promised to sue. "Messing around is fun, if only It didn't have such 
severe consequences." she thought. 
She shivered, half in fear, half in delight and half because her 
night gown was torn and she was cold. 
"I'm sorry I tore your night gown, but I couldn't help it," Bill had 
said. She didn't really mind. It was an old night gown and when Bill 
told her that he had ripped it as he ducked under the clothes line in 
his hurry to find her to tell of his pay raise, she was actually delighted. 
Something like that didn't happen every day. 
GUEST  COLUMN 
PROFS ARE A PUZZLING LOT 
COURTESY OF THE LOUISVILLE CARDINAL 
Dear Folks: 
Well I must say I'm enjoyin myself, I've been goin to classes for 
several days now and the kids up here are the friendliest lot I've ever 
met. We go into the class rooms and spread out real comfortable like. 
And we can talk and smoke (I prefer to chew) all we want to and the 
teacher never says a word (least ways none I can understand). 
These teachers I have are a funny lot. They dress kind of like we 
do when we got to slop the hogs only they were ties. (They must buy 
their ties from the same place Hugo Samuels get his cause" theyre 
green, orange, and polka dotted. Gosh, I never knew Hugo was that 
smart and stylish.) 
Like I say these teachers' are kinda funny and a little flighty, too. 
They have to be pampered like a new born colt. I learned how to treat 
them by just watching the other kids. 
When the teachers tell a joke everybody hollers and laughs (even 
when it alnt funny). And when the teacher talks serious like, then 
all the kids look serious. The teachers really preciate the kids actin 
like that. 
All the teachers come to class late (ceptin the lesser teachers) but 
when they finally get there they make a grand entrance. They kinda 
look like Ed Simmons when he comes in to Ded's tavern on Saturday 
night after a tough weeks work. (You remember how ol Ed use to 
throw some perfum under his arm pits and whistle Dixie while he 
strolled Into the saloon actin like he dldnt know nobody). 
During class nobody sez nothin but the teacher ceptin every now 
and then the kids will remind him of a date in history, or tell him what 
the lesson Is, or what day the class meets, etc. but not much else is said. 
After class everybody rushes upto the teachers desk to tell him 
somethin. (One kid got hurt the other day in the rush). I kinda 
thought at first it was to congratulate the techer on his lekture but I 
soon found out that he kids jus like o pamper and impress him. (they 
say It helps). 
Im really worried about three of my classes cause some of the 
kids tole me that the teachers werent any good. One kid said that the 
teacher I had was dumb and mean. The kid said the nut gave him a 
D. Another kid said the teacher was the smartest and swellest guy in 
the world. (He got an A). Its kinda remarcable how a teacher can 
be smart and dumb at the same time. 
Well folks thats about all I got to say. Tell everybody in Cedar 
Briar hello. Tell Lucy hello and make sure her trough dont freeze up 
when the cold whether gets her. 
Love 
Amos Hogg 
VIEWS ON THE NEWS 
by Barry Wade Brennen 
We have always firmly believed In the Idealistic conception of 
democracy that we learned in our high school government and history 
classes. You are all familiar with this concept. You all know all 
about freedom of the press, speech, and religion, the right to peaceful 
assembly. Our schools would not be complete without the "four free- 
doms" of Rockwell, and our misty likeness of Washington. 
We are encouraged to read and believe our Declaration of Inde- 
pendence. Constitution, and Bill of Rights. The equality of man and 
the dignity of the individual are also impressed on our formitive minds. 
Our churches too, preach these same doctrines. Only they Include 
brotherly love and charity. In short, that God preordaines the equality 
of men. 
How hard it is for us to believe then, that when an organization 
Is conceived that proposes the advancement of the Christian-democratic 
Ideals to which we are all so fond of pointing, that it should be re- 
pressed and denied the right of existence on a campus that proposes 
to broaden the outlook of "the leaders of tomorrow." 
We are not sure of the details, for they are shrouded in mystery 
and hard to obtain, but we have heard, from reliable sources, that local 
Negroes who wish to join an organization, advocating their civil liber- 
ties, have been visited by local officials and warned that such partici- 
pation may be dangerous to them economically and, perhaps, physically. 
We don't know if this is true but we would like to. 
We wonder, also, if there is any logic In permitting only one side 
of a question to be presented to the campus ? Does the end justify the 
means, we wonder ? Perhaps, but is this not the philosophy of Hitlers, 
Castros, and Stalins. 
We wonder further, at the wisdom of denying controversy on our 
campus. Should we. as ostriches, stick our heads into a pile of aca- 
demic sand and expect the evils of the world to vanish because we do 
not discuss them? 
This writer is fond of many members of the administration, and 
respects their judgment and opinions. He is fond of the president too, 
and sees in him that spark of greatness present In so few. But If we 
are not permitted to search for facts and truth now, in college, then 
when ?   If we do not seek duty, right, and truth now, then when ? 
When we wonder, do we, as Christians, as democrats in the uni- 
versal sense, begin to increase in wisdom and stature and in favor 
with God and man. 
HAVE YOTT SEEN THIS MAN? rceports nave come to our Office that 
this man has been seen in the vicinity of the ravine, Burnam Hall, 
and Barnes Mill Road. Students are asked not to be alarmed! The 
man is believed to be a vegetarian. 
Music Views 
Anita Bryant, the beauty contest winner turned singer, has a new 
release for the Carlton lable dubbed "One Of The Lucky Oones". This 
ballad is sung in big style .by the little lady and the orchestration on 
the side is very good. It looks like another hit for the lass. The flip 
is "Love Look Away". 
Clyde McPhatter, the voice that was heard on many of the earlier 
Drifters release, has a new release on the Mercury banner entitled "I 
Just Want To Love You" and "You're For Me". The first is a ballad 
and the flip is a rocker. Both tunes were penned by Brook Benton and 
carry the million mark sound.    You'll probably go for these two sides. 
Of the four versions of "Battle Of The Alamo" released in the last 
two weeks, the money version looks as if it will be the Marty Robblns 
waxing on Columbia. The tiine taken from the John Wayne-Frankle 
Avalon movie by the same name. Tho- Brothers Four also have a new 
tune from the same flick dubbed "The Green Leaves Of Summer". It 
also looks like a winner. 
If per chance there is any Fabian fan on campus, the news is in 
that he has a new release. If anyone would like a copy of this record, 
please write the "Progress" and tell us why you want It. I'm sure we 
Will be able to get you one. 
On the JAZZ scene, the word is out that Louie and The Dukes have 
another Dixieland package that is out of this world. Satchmo and the 
boys do a fine job on some of the great old jazz tunes that were penned 
around the earlier part of the Dixieland movement. The one number 
that stands out from the others is the hymn, "Just A Closer Walk With 
Thee".   This is a great album. 
If you like the more modern sound, you'll like the new Gerry Mul- 
ligan album dubbed "Gerry Mulligan's Concert Jazz Band". It's 
smooth. ... 
POPULAR PICK OF THE WEEK— "The Last Date"—Floyd 
Cramer—RCA Victor. 
POPULAR ALBUM OF THE WEEK—"G. I. Blues"-OSIvis Pres- 
ley—RCA Victor. 
CLASSICAL ALBUM OF THE WEEK—"Strass: Die Fledermaus" 
-Soloists; Philharmonic Orchestra & Chorus—Angel. 
•Available in both STEREO and MONAURAL version. 
Richmond Office Equipment 
"School and Office Supplies" 
PHONE 2473 
South Third Street Richmond, Ky. 
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Central Kentuckians r/r. the 1960 Eastern Maroons  grid  team  are,  kneeling,  from  left:  Wfllt 
Johnny Morrison, ah/, Jerry Lansdale, all of Mt. Sterling.   Back row, from left: Shirley Smith, Rich- 
mond;  Shannon  Jounson  and   Klvin  Brlnegar,  both of Irvine; and Ronnie Cunningham, of Frankfort. 
MAROON ROUNDUP 
with LARRY KNARR 
Kin CATKI) TOE. David Hatfield, 230 pound 
junior tackle from Middlesboro, kicked three extra 
points In three extra points in three attempts In the 
Austin Peay contest to bring Ms season's total up 
to six for seven. "Hat" had a bad night on field 
goals, missing three of them in the first half. This 
probably constitutes some sort of a record. 
DEFENSIVE DANDIES. A few words of praise are 
in order for the Maroon defensive  brigade,  which 
has been steadily improving. Defensive coach Glenn 
Cossett says that the defense has been doing a very 
fine Job considering the fact that several key play- 
I era have been shelved by injuries putting relatively 
[ inexperienced  men on the spot. Through the first five 
I games, soph guard Ren Goodhew was responsible 
j for 69 tackles, leading the team by a large margin 
| In this respect.  Another sophomore, halfback Carl 
Howard has had a hand in 43 tackles. Others ex- 
celling on defense are    freshman    halfback    Jim 
Chit turn (41) senior guard Don Adkisson (40), and 
sophomore center Richard  (Wally)  Wallage  (34). 
BMMONS ROOKED? On the play in which Richie 
Emmons ran back a punt 95 yards for an apparent 
touchdown, several close observers 3wear that the 
Eastern end who judged to be off sides by the of- 
flcal Jumped back in time. There were a few pro- 
. tests  from  the  Maroon  bench  but  the ref  didn't 
1 change his call. Ref's are like that. 
CRAY PLAY. In the second half at Clarksville. 
Austin Peay had the ball In their own territory 
with a fourth and nineteen situation facing them. 
Naturally the situation called for a punt. Then the 
fun began. Three consecutive offside penalties 
against Eastern made it' fourth and four but still 
the Governors hadn't got a first down. They then 
sent a passer back deep Zfor a fake punt, and he 
completed a pass good for about fifteen yards and 
an apparent first down. When tacked, however the 
ball was jarred loose and Eastern recovered. 
Another oddity occurred in the Eastern-Middle 
Tennessee game when the Blue Raiders were at- 
tempting a conversion after a touchdown. The ball 
was snapped and the kick was good, but MT-SC was 
penalized 5 yards for being offsides. They then 
tried a pass play which was also good. This time a 
fifteen yard penalty was marked off against them. 
So they passed again. Again it was good. Again 
there was a fifteen yard penalty. This put the ball 
way back on the 35 yard line from where they 
tried it again. This time they made it for real. No 
penalties. Eastern lost this particular game 14-12. 
That's what it takes—breaks! 
HIGHWAY ROBBERY. Carl Howard's 48 yard 
touchdown on an Intercepted pass was his second 
long run of the year. Against the Louisville Card- 
inals, Carl Intercepted a pass two yards deep in 
the endzone and returned it 100 yards to the U.L. 
2 before being caught from behind. A penalty 
brought the ball back to the midfield stripe but it 
was a fine run nonetheless. 
WHAT A NIGHT! Ken Goodhew isn't likely to for- 
get the night of October 21, 1960 for quite some 
time. In Eastern's winning effort against Austin 
Peay Ken played good enough to be named East- 
ern's player of the week. However, he sustained a 
. head injury in the ball game and was forced' to 
spend the night in a Clarksville hospital for safety<s 
sake. After being released from the hospital, he 
found that a sport coat and several other Hems 
of his clothing had been stolen from a relative's 
car. Some' people are Just naturally followed By 
adventure. Right,  Ken ? 
LA.N'SII.M.K MAKES RECORD BOOR. Jerry Laiw- 
dale rewrote an old Eastern record by carrying the 
ball 22 times in the Austin Peay game. "The fresh- 
man fullback from Mt. Sterling also scored his 
ifrst touchdown in varsity competition. The new 
record replaces one set in 1956 by Ronnie Polly 
who carried the mail 20 times. 
LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD. Allen Hughes, son of 
Eastern athletic director "Turkey" Hughes, is mak- 
ing quite a name for himself at Annapolis. Over- 
looked locally, Allen is playing some bang-up foot- 
ball for the Middies who are ranked as the nation's 
number four pigskin owerhouse. Hughes, who IB 
everybody's All-Amerlcan Joe Bellino. has Beared 
several touchdowns already this year and played 
a major part in the Middies' 15-14 win over the 
Washington Huskies Rose Bowl champs. Hughes 
also plays a little baseball. He was a Starter for 
the Middie cagers last year as a sophomore. This, 
team was ranked among the top five defensive 
teams in the nation. This year, as a juniof he IB 
the captain of the Navy quintet. 
Allen is following in his father's footsteps as 
"Turkey" was quite an athlete himself at the 
University of Kentucky. He is one of two men ever 
to win letters in four different sports in the echool's- 
history. Wallace "Wah Wah" Jones was the other 
one. 
ROYALS ROLLING. The Cincinnati Royals, door- 
mats of the NBA for the past several years are 
out to win this season from all indications. The 
Royals picked up a new coach in Charley Wolf, ex- 
Villa Madonna mentor, and several sensational ro- 
okies, Oscar Robertson and Bob Boozer, and have 
raced to four straight wins without a defeat.-There 
hasn't been a World Series played in Cincinnati 
for twenty years, but the Queen City eeems to have 
an outside chance for a professional basketball 
championship playoff this year. Two attendance re- 
creds have already fallen In the first three home 
games proving that the city is still chazy over the 
"Big 0." 
MURRAY LOADED. The Murray Thoroughbreds, 
whose surprising rise from the cellar is the talk 
of the Ohio Valley Conference, will probably be 
even tougher next season. Coach Don Shelton lists 
only one senior in his top 23 players. 
KOUNDBALL FEVER. With basketball season 
just around the corner, we can't help being 
optimistic about Eastern's chances in the 1960-61 
OVC race. Yes, we realize that Western is loaded 
but Coach Paul McBrayer seems to think, and with 
good reason we might add, that this Eastern 
quintet may be the best he has ever coached. We 
saw a lot of good basketball last year and we have 
every reason to shoot for the moon this year. A 
word of advice for Richmond merchants. Better be 
well supplied with red towels! 
OVC STANDINGS 
Team W 
Tenn. Tech-  4 
Murray   3 
"{BjsBjBsiBJiiee 
Middle Tenn. 
Western Ky. 
Eastern Ky. 
Eaat Tenn. .. 
Morehead    ... 
I. 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
T     TP 
72 
91 
55 
34 
31 
14 
15 
OP 
u 
41 
:i2 
86 
KB 
42 
6d 
W 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
(All  Games) 
I. 
1 
3 
3 
8 
.'! 
a 
3 
r 
0 
o 
0 
1 
1 
2 
II 
TP 
99 
82 
67 
87 
72 
47 
109 
OP 
77 
73 
75 
108 
82 
79 
88 
rWWlTROUVS GAMES 
•Eastern Kentucky at Western Kentucky (Homecoming i 
'Morehead at East Tennessee (Night) 
Arkansas State at Murray (Night) 
Chattanooga at Tennessee Tech (Night I 
Florence State i Ala. i at Middle Tennessee (Night) 
•Conference Game 
LAST WEEK-END'S RESULTS 
Tennessee Tech 14, Murray 12 (at Murray) 
•Middle Tenneasee 28, Morehead 0 (at Middle Tennessee i 
Eastern Kentucky 27, Austin Peay 13 (at Austin Payi 
Wofford (S. C) 28. East Tenneasee 13 (at Wofford)" 
Louisville 44, Western Kentucky 0 (at Louisville) 
•Conference Game 
ajfc. SET FOR AERIAL ATTACK 
Maroons Prep For Western's Homecoming 
The jubilant Eastern Maroons, raring to go after trouncing the Austin Peay Governors 27-13 laat 
week-end, pack up their gear and travel westward S aturday afternoon. The state's most famous rivalry 
will be renewed with the Maroons seeking revenge on the Western Hilltoppers, who rudely endad a streak 
of 12 consecutive Eastern Homecoming victories at  Richmond last season. 
Saturday's meeting, the "feature of Western's homecoming celebration, will be the 33rd meeting of 
the two cross-state rivals.    The 'Toppers hold a wide 22-10 edge In the series, which dates back to 1914. 
The Maroons. 2-3-1 for the season, will have their work cut out for them since the 2 p. m. clash will 
not only give the Hilltoppers an opportunity to pie as-! a homecoming crowd, but also to make amends 
for a 44-0 licking at the hands of tough Louisville   last weekend. 
The Maroons' surprisingly easy . game prevented four other first 
win over the Tennesseans was a | half touchdowns and kept the game 
result of a ferocious running at- from being a complete riot, 
tack against a reportedly strong A rugged Eastern defense held 
Austin Peay defense which had | Austin Peay without a first down 
throttled most of its opponents' run- | until late in the third period. They 
ning games in their first five con- | garnered just, six in all, five of 
imis.     The week  before,   the Gov-   which  were   by  passing,   as   com- 
ernors had beaten the same Jack- 
sonville State team that had shut 
out Middle Tennessee 19-0, and did 
it by thwarting their running at- 
tack. 
Coach Presnell was highly pleas- 
ed with his team's performance, 
both offensively and defensively, 
although  mistakes  early    in    the 
Maroons Ruin Austin Peay Homecoming; 
Stomp Governors 27 to 13 
The Eastern Maroons played a fired-up brand of football in crushing the Governors of Austin Peay. 
27-13, before a Saturday evening Homecoming crowd''of 7,500 at Clarksville, Tennessee The Maroons, 
in registering their second win at the 1960 season, completely dominated play, limiting the stymied APSC 
crew to only one first down in the first three quarters. 
The Governors took the opening kickoff but were forced to kick after three unsuccessful thrusts 
into' the hard-charging Eastern line. Richie Emmons. 155 pound dynamo from Ft. Thomas, gathered 
in the punt on his own MM rated 95 yards for an apparent six-pointer. The long run was nullified by an 
offsides penalty. 
Undaunted, the Maroons of 
Coach Glen Presnell took the next 
punt and rolled from their own 
23 to the APSC 12 from where 
Dave Hatfield's attempted field, 
goal was off th mark. 
Two plays later, halfback Gilly 
Layman picked off a Governor 
pans on Eastern's 43. Layman 
then scooted 42 yards to Jie 
APSC 15. The Maroons garnered 
a minus 16 yards on the next 
three plays and Hatfield attempt- 
ed another field goal from the 39. 
THIS tithe the kick was wide. 
The Maroons stornied right 
back to the Governor 8, but Lun 
ham was thrown for a 19 yard 
loss on an attempted pass. On< 
fourth dbwii HatfielU tried' for the 
third time to split the uprights, 
artd this time the kick was stort. 
With 37 seconds remaining in 
the first half. Shannon Johnson 
climaxed a 59 yard drive by 
crashing over from the one. The 
key play in (He drive that flnaHy 
produced a score was an Intel- 
fsrehce penally on a Lanham to 
Jdhnsoh pass. Hfctfleld's kick was 
perfect. First half statistics show- 
ed the Maroons leading in first 
downs,' 12-0. 
The Maroons roared .back in the 
second half, scoring their second 
quarter number three. Tony Lin- 
ham went over from the 4 on an 
option play. The Maroons covered 
73 yards in 14 play*. Hatfield 
Lacked on the extra point, and 
Eastern led 41-0. 
Howard Tallies  Touchdown 
Sophomore halfback Carl How- 
ard scored the Maroons third 
marker on a pass interception 
from the Governor 48. Hatfield 
added his third extra point and 
the scoreboard showed Eastern 
ahead 21-0 with 5:03 left in the 
third stanza. Freshman fullback 
Jerry Lansdale tallied the final 
touchdown for Eastern when he 
carried over from the 3 with 10:08 
left In the ballgame. The Maroon 
drive covered 28 yards in 5 playa. 
A bad pass from center ruined the 
conversion  try. 
Several Eastern defensive 
lapses  In- the  latter  part  of  the 
game helped Austin Peay score a 
pair of touchdowns. The first 
came when freshman Jack Wal- 
lace, surrounded by three Eastern 
defenders, hauled in a Cobb Park- 
er pass and ran 50 yards for a 
touchdown. Everyone got a hand 
on Wallace but nobody tackled 
him. The play covered 68 yards. 
Ralph Grant kicked the extra 
point with 7:45 to go. 
.... Austin Peay Strikes Again ,.., 
With two minutes remaining, 
Nichols barreled over from tht. 
one, wrapping up the scoring for 
the evening. The APSC drive 
covered 65 yards. A pass for the 
after a fifteen yard penalty had 
been meted against the Governors. 
The final score was Eastern 27. 
Austin Peay 13 although the 
game was not nearly as close as 
the score indicated. 
si,, li-. in-. Eastern    Apso 
Pass  attempts 
Pass completions 
Interceptions 
Yards passing 
Total   offense 
Punts 
Punting average 
Yards penalized 
Fumbles lost 
a 
3 
2 
13 
27 1 
3 
393 
75 
0 
16 
B 
n 
155 
202 
5 
33.8 
118 
1 
First   downs 
Yards rushing 
211 
258 
6 
•17 
Thin Clods Team 
Loses To U. K. 
The University of Kentucky 
freshmen cross country team edg- 
ed the Eastern Ky. State College 
team 30-25 today, at Picadome 
Course. 
John Knapp (U.K.) had the 
winniig time with 16:25 over the 
3 mile course. John Thomas and 
David White lead the Eisternites 
of Coach Ronald Crobie. Eastern 
now has lost to Berea and U.K. 
while posting wins over Bellar- 
mine  and  Villa  Madonna. 
Leading the Maroons in the hill- 
and-dale sport are Wayne Mackey. 
Bobby Terry John Thomas, David 
White, Tom Roberts, Jim Har- 
ville, Gary Arnett, Dennis Reck, 
Donald Bornhorst, Ray Scarton. 
and Bobby Hammond. 
Eastern will meet Morehead 
State College at Morehead Oct. 
28; Morehead at Richmond Nov. 
2; University of Tennessee at 
Knoxvllle Nov. 11; University of 
Tennessee at Richmond Nov. 17; 
and will participate in the Sham- 
rook Invitational at Louisville, 
Thanksgiving Day. The Shamrock 
Invitational Is the National A. A. 
U.  Championship. 
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL 
Listed below are teams that are 
participating in the intramural 
touch football program this Fall. 
Eight teams are well represented. 
Games are held Mon.-Thurs. at 
4:16 and 5:15 respectively. The 
tentative date for Championship 
Playoff has been set for 7 Nov. 
through!   17   Nov. 
Campus Wairions 
Chinese  Bandits 
Barracks  69s 
Jumpers 
Rats 
Stars 
Panthers 
Showman 
Elmer Smith and Jack Williams 
are officiating the games. 
GENTRY* 
YOUNG 
CAREER 
SUITS 
Hie success look 
from  campus 
to   conference 
The fabrics, weaves 'n col- 
ors are '60's newest . . . 
the silhouette is modern as 
the man who wears it. 
Young career suits have 
natural shoulders, plain 
front slacks. See rich 
blends of Dacron polyester 
'n wool, all wool flannels 'n 
worsteds. See every weave 
from hopsacking t ochecks. 
men's sixes *45 
regular, long       ~3 
pared to the Maroons' twenty for 
the game. 
The Maroons outgained the Gov- 
ernors in rushing, 240 yards to 
just 47. It was a last period pass- 
ing attack that resulted in two 
touchdowns for th,e~Jiomecoming 
Governors. 
This same department is one in 
which the Maroons have been hurt 
all  season. 
In tall Jim Daily, the Hilltop- 
pers boast one of the finest pass- 
ers in the league and Pressnell 
has this in mind as his Maroons 
prepare for Saturday's Ohio Valley 
Conference battle. 
Singled out by Presnell were 
freshman fullback Jerry Lansdale, 
of Mt. Sterling, who, incidentally, 
set a new Eastern record for the 
most carries in one game. The 
190 pound yearling netted 79 yards 
on 22 carries. The previous high 
was 20, set in 1956 by quarterback 
Ronnie Polly. 
Presnell was smiling early Mon- 
day morning over the return to 
form of Shannon Johnson, and an- 
other good performance by Gilly 
Layman. The two seniors have 
been hampered all season with in- 
juries. 
He also praised the play of the 
entire line for their tremendous 
play, both offensively and defens- 
ively. He was particularly pleased 
with the  play  of  sophomore  Ken 
Goodhew, of Covlngton. 
The Maroons should be at near 
lop physical strength Saturday for 
the important conference tilt. 
Goodhew suffered a possible slight 
concussion and is a doubtful starter 
and storting tackle, Frank To- 
maro, received a leg injury after 
he was clipped from behind. 
After six games, Layman paces 
the individual rushers with a splen- 
did 9.2 average per carry. The 170 
pound senior from Ashland has 
netted 303 yards on 41 carries. Jim 
Chittum, freshman from Lexing- 
ton, \';i . is averaging 7.2 yards on 
245 net yards in 34 carries and 
Tony Lanham, junior quarterback 
from Corbin, follows with 163 yarda 
and a 4.2 average per attempt. 
As a team, the Maroons are 
averaging 3.9 yarda on 268 carries. 
Lanham vans the passers, hav- 
ing completed 27 of 58 aerials for 
365 yards and four touchdowns. 
Senior Johnson paces the scorers 
with three touchdowns and 18 
points. Incavido is out for the 
season with art injury sustained 
in the Murray contest a month 
ago. 
Coach Mickey Vernon of the 
Pittsburgh Pirates was put on the 
petive player list for the month 
of September and retired as' a 
player when the season ended. 
He was listed as coach for the 
World Series. 
The 1959 Los Angeles Dogera 
won the pennant with 88 victories, 
lowest flag-winning figure in Na- 
tional League history for a 154- 
game schedule . 
OPELL'S 
SUBWAY RESTAURANT 
FIRST & MAIN 
IF YOU'RE ON A DIET, DON'T 
COME  IN 
BECAUSE WE FILL YOU TO 
YOUR  CHIN 
— 
ROYAL    ONE    HOUR    SPECIALS! 
Monday—Tuesday—Wednesday 
FOR   THE   LADIES! 
SWEATERS & PLAIN SKIRTS 
39c Ea. or 3 For '1.00 
FREE MOTHPROOFING by SANEX PROCESS on all GARMENTS 
TRY 
ROYAL 
ONE  HOUR   CLEANERS 
2ND AT IRVINE PHONE 1498 
•    ALTERATIONS •    DYEING •    REWEAVING 
•    CLEANING •    PRESSING 
SHEAFFERS 
FINE   POINT 
§/     ficMCMtUf 
[CARTRIDGE 
^m    FOUNTAIN 
PEN 
SlOO 
••PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
AWARD" goes to sophomore 
guard Kenny Goodhew for his out- 
standing line play In the Eastern- 
Austin Peay game. Goodhew, who 
halls from Covington, Ky., leads 
all the Maroons In number of 
tackles made. Pound for pound 
Kan Is one of the greatest linemen 
ever to don the Maroon and white. 
The 5-9, 190 pound Goodhew shared 
'•pjcjer of the week" honors with 
DOM Adkisson in the season open- 
REMEMBER.  NOW 
YOU CAN CHARGE 
IT AT  PENNETS! 
( ZefUf-t) 
Walgreen Agency Drug Store 
2nd & Main Richmond. Ky. 
School Supply Headquarters 
! fl 
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Seniors Picked 
(Continued from Page One) 
of Richmond. Ky. Arlent- his a 
commerce area. She 13 presi<lent 
of Collegiate Pentade, presirtont 
of PI Omega PI and secretary of 
Kappa Delta Pi. 
Frank Whalen is a chemist y 
major from Paris Ky. Frank 1- 
treamirer  of    the    senior    clas->. 
picsident of Caduces Club, and an 
I active member of O.A.K.'s 
I Carl     Cole     is     a     mathematics 
I major   from   Lexington.   Ky.    His 
I artivitea   include:   varsity   basket 
hall  squad.  E Club.  Battle  Group 
Executive Officer of the R.O.T.C. 
1 OAK'S   and   KIE. 
! Jack    Upchurch    is    a    physical 
' . ducation   major  from   Greenville. 
I Ky.  Jack  is a varsity member ol 
the    basketball   team    and   is    a 
member  of the  E  Club. 
^jllSgBp 
COORDINATES 
!|N BEAUTIFUL FABRICS AND FABULOUS COLORS 
FOR ALL YOUR CAMPUS ACTIVITIES. 
SHOP 
THE SMART SHOP      | 
College   and   Career   Fashions 
N. Second    Street Phone   943 
ROAST TOM  TURKEY, 
Dressing,    Giblet Gravy,  Cranberry Sauce,     CQs» 
two Vegetables and Bread      9 * V 
Featuring Home Made German 
Chocolate   Cake. 
HINKLE'S DRUG STORE 
WAYMAN'S 
DEP'T.    STORES 
RICHMOND       —       BEREA 
'The Bargain City of the Blue Grass" 
, 
LUIGI'S   PIZZA 
IF YOU WANT YOUR FOOD DELIVERED 
FREE! 
Just Phone your Order to Loo-ee-gee  (Luigi) 
Phone 2737 
YOUUPUtTO STOP TEUJN&1HE. CROWD TO SMUT-OP OR NO 
WlOPE POM-POM 8QUAD FOQ VOO. 
New Magazine For Eggheads 
The first bi-monthly issue of College magazine has gone on sale 
at bookstores and newsstands around campus. The magazine was 
started by David Prelss, formerly of the University of Wisconsin and 
the staff of Playboy magazine, and is subtitled "Entertainment and 
Enlightenment for College Eggheads." 
Material in the first issue includes a guest editorial by Or. Robert 
M. Hutchlns, an article measuring the educational benefits and draw- 
backs of the University of Chicago, a study of the graphic art of wood- 
cutting with a reproduction of a woodcut by student artist Gopal C. 
Mitra of the U. of Minnesota, and a 16-page insert devoted to College's 
new cartoonist discovery, Clayton D. Powers. Powers has since re- 
ceived offers from Harper's and Esquire for his captlonless cartoons. 
There are also    reviews,    short   to college  stations  on  tape  thev 
provide. The College radio show 
wlli feature weekly half-hour pro- 
grams of folk, jazz and classical 
music with comments and short 
interviews led by College emcees 
AI Lerman and Dick Hamlet. The 
staff has already begun the 
student survery by having CCC 
applicants answer such questions 
questions as "How could your col- 
lege better fulfill the purposes of 
higher education?" 
A large-scale, nation-wide stu- 
dent survey will be made during 
the month of November by Col- 
lage Campus Correspondents. In- 
dividual students will be polled 
and asked to list their preferences 
in music,* art and literature, as 
well as fashions and other com- 
modities. The study will be under- 
taken by CCC's for daul purposes 
of determining editorial and ad- 
vertising facts for College. Results 
of this research will be made 
available to interested student. 
government and business organiz- 
ations as well. 
This next issue of the magazine 
to be released November 16, will 
feature a guest editorial by David 
Dlesman author of The Lonely 
Crowd, and an article on lithe-, 
grapher Max Kahn. Collage is SOc' 
at most campus bookstores and 
nevsstands, and a charter sub- 
scription rate of $2 for the next 
five issues is currently offered. 
stories, bridge and chess columus 
and non-fiction departments the 
magazine calls "academic a," 
"aestheltica," "athletica," "poe- 
tica" and "CCC Camp." The last 
is a collection of news items and 
features of special Interest or im- 
portance to college students, and 
these are compiled from items in 
the collegiate press and from 
material submitted by College 
Campus Correspondents (CCCx), 
students on various campuses 
across the nation who report to 
College and are listed on the staff 
page of the 50c slick-paper maga- 
zine. 
College has also announced 
plans for a   nation-wide   student 
survey  and  a  college   radio  pr«' 
gram which will be available free 
KATIES 
Baby Shop 
We Specialize in Infant's 
and Children's Wear 
& Maternity Complete. 
Why Go to Town? 
Gas Up With Us! 
College  Service  Station 
Across from Memorial Hall 
GO ■ GO - GO   MAROONS 
The Colonel Drive In 
INC. 
Big    Hill    Avenue,    Richmond,    Ky. 
TUESDAY SPECIAL! 
Featuring   Col.   Sanders   Recipe 
% KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
FRENCH   FRIES  OR   MASHED   POTATOES 
COLE  SLAW,   BISCUITS  AND  GRAVY 
79c 
FREE   PASS  TO   RED A  DRIVE   IN   WITH   EACH 
ORDER  OF  CHICKEN! 
TRY   OUR   SPAGHETTI   TOO,   IT'S   DELICIOUS! 
Tomato Meat Sauce—Garlic Bread—Greek Salad with Oil Dressing 
      90c      
Owned   and   Operated   by 
LEWIS  W. BROADUS  And TONY  SIDERIS 
Dems Appoint 
College Chairman 
Louisville, Ky., October 12: Car- 
roll Hubbard, Jr., a 23 year-old 
junior at the University of Louis- 
ville School if Law. waa elected 
state college charman of Ken- 
tucky'e Young Dem?crats at their 
convention last week at Louis- 
ville's Sheraton-Seelback Hotel. 
Hubbard will hold this position 
until  the  1962 convention. 
He will work with Tom Isaacs, 
a sophomore from Danville, who 
serves as president of the Eastern 
State College Young Democrat 
Club. 
Hubbard, a graduate of George- 
town College where he was voted 
Mr. Geirjfetonian, has served as 
state college chairman for former 
Lt. Governor Harry Lee Water- 
field in his gubernatorial bid. state 
youth co-chairman for Combs and 
Wyatt in their winning fall 
campaign of 1959, state youth 
chairman for former Governor 
Keen Johnson in his primary 
victory earlier this year, and as 
state youth co-chairman for this 
year's November  election. 
The way some people talk, no- 
body can get into college because 
everybody's going.  . . . 
No matter what the economists 
say, we all know what causes In- 
flation: too much money going to 
somebody else. . . . 
Grizzly bears once roamed the 
whole western half of North 
America.' Their numbers have 
diminished greatly, however, since 
the invention of the repeating 
rifle in the 1850s. 
WELCOME 
STUDENTS! 
Guaranteed Watch 
Repair Service 
ELGINS. 17J       $19.95 
BULOVAS.  17J    $24.95 
GRUENS. 17. 19J   19.95 
BENRUS. 17J        $25.00 
NORELCO SHAVERS 
Reg. $24.95 — $17.95 
Diamond Bridal Sets 
$19.95 to $999.95 
Nationally Known Brands! 
Speidel, Longines, Ron- 
son Sunbeam, Timex 
All at LESS than Keg. Price! 
Check our prices—See for your- 
self Don't buy, If not 
convinced! 
KESSLER'S 
(Next Door to Begfey Drug) 
RICHMOND'S ONLY CUT- 
RATE   JEWELRY! 
Terms To Student*. 
Ph. 1266     205 W. Main 
This week's model for BOB'S 
MEN'S SHOP is Hershel D. 
Hat rack (alias: Fred Francis). 
Notice, the University Guild 
sport coat, the raincoat from 
Alligator, and more especially 
the big feet. Big feet or not, 
come to BOBS MEN'S SHOP 
for the biggest feat in men's 
clothing: STYLE---QUALITY 
- - - VALUE! 
BOB'S 
Mien's Shop 
W. O. HARBER L. H. MINTER 
BURNAM   AND   HARBER 
GENERAL  INSURANCE 
McKee Building Richmond, Kentucky 
"repeat that point please...it's 
OPERA H19 for me..." 
■ 
BROWN CALF 
BLACK CALF 
BROWN SUEDE 
BLACK SUEDE 
HI or MID HEEL 
Ilk. a formula for charm, thai H19 km, tpiked lifhooelf. M 
slimming, simplicity to chic, agreeable with all moodi of 1 
wardrobe. And so frneu ... lilc. those designers read my mindl 
Sued, lined at heel, the fit's io clingy. See what I mean. Try HI" 
8.99 to 10.99 
PI nED'C Richmond's Family Store (Since '93) 
■ il MI fl   ^        M.rt poo, fo Glyndon Hotel 
• I 
Filters for 
flavor 
Tareyton has the taste- 
Dual Filter 
does it! 
HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT* 
Lit combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL... 
definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth... 
2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance 
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives 
you the best taste of the best tobaccos. 
NEW DUAL FILTER lOTSytOTt 
fnimA tf <M* *•*•*»***•< £&mo-<owy>mf — <X<dmm itmtrmMU —< O*■'■** 
GO  BIG  E! 
BEAT TECH! OGR&SS 
New York Times 
Speaks Out 
(See  Page 2) 
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Student Council Begins Debate 
On Aftermath Of Snake Dance 
A heated discussion arose concerning the replacement of the 
billiard balls taken by Eastern students during the snake dance and 
the action the Student Council should take to prevent this from hap- 
pening again. Larry Wetenkamp suggested that the Student Council 
withdraw the money from the individual class treasuries to pay for 
the billiard balls. Larry Stanley, senior representative, argued that 
the Junior and senior classes would not agree to this as they did not 
have as many members of their respective classes involved. 
Another   suggestion   was   made    
to the effect of taking the billiard 
balls from the grill and giving 
them to the downtown establish- 
ment. This met with disapproval 
a., the billiard balls are in poor 
shape and would not be good re- 
placements for the ones taken 
Another suggestion was that e 
request be run in the paper re- 
- questing that the billiard balls be 
returned. 
Some members of the council 
felt that punishment should be 
administered by the Student 
Council. Others felt that this 
would do more harm than good. 
The Ex Posto" Facto law was 
brought up by Mr. Lewis in con- 
nection with punishing the whole 
student body for the actc of a 
minority when there was no previ- 
ous law providing for this punish- 
ment. 
Another suggestion for getting 
the money to replace the billiard 
balls was to use the 2oc that 
each student pays up.n register- 
ing to the Student Council to buy 
new billiard balls. This entire 
check amounts to roughly S50L. 
Phil Bryant suggested that the 
Student  Council  should   find   out 
the  exact  amount of the billiard 
balis and a   committee   was   ap 
pointed to do this. 
It was decided that the Student 
Council should have a disorderly 
conduct law incorporated in the 
constitution to take care of suoh 
cases in the future. 
Several other matters ot stu- 
dent interest were also discussed 
by the Council. 
New Secretary 
Bernice Darland former sop- 
homore representative, has been 
appointed veeretary of the Stu- 
dent Council. This office was previ- 
ously held by Sandy Wilhoit who1 
Is now doing practice teaching 
in northern Kentucky. 
Clubs Forfeit Deposits 
It was decided, after much dis- 
cussion, that the Laurel County 
Club would have to forfeit their 
110.00 deposit with the Student 
Council as they failed to clean up 
the area they occupied while 
building their float. The Laurel 
County Club's opposition to this 
decision waa that they went to 
clean up th earea, however, the 
warehouse was locked on Sunday 
evening. The Student Council 
stated that the club should have 
seen to the matter before tnon. 
The Young D-jmocrats Club also 
paid $10.00 .'a their area was not 
cleaned up by the deadline set by 
the  Student   Council. 
No-Parking Bole Discussed 
Bernice Darland, Joann Conley 
and Phil Brian met with President 
Martin to discuss the no-parking- 
in-f ront-of-girls-d o r m-r u 1 e. Dr. 
Martin asked that they have a 
committee draw up the com- 
plaints, suggestions, and ideas of 
the stdents concerning this rule 
Mall Deposit Boxes 
Beverly Rouse, junior represent- 
ative, reported that Dr. Martin 
appointed Dean Keen to investgate 
the possibility of having mail de- 
posit boxes in the area of the 
mens' dorms. President Martin 
stated that he would like to have 
of branch of the downtown post 
office located at Eastern and mail 
boxes in Sullivan and Burnam 
Halls. 
Math Club Initiates 
New Members 
Three new members were initi- 
ated Into the Math Club Tuesday, 
October, 28th, in Walnut Hall. 
These members- were Herbert An- 
gel, Earl Johnson, and Kenneth 
Reams. The initiation procedure 
in the Math Club includes the 
member-elects giving a speech on 
a mathematical subject; wearing 
a sign that must be exactly 2"x4 
and must read "2x2—B"; plus be- 
ing prepared to.give definition of 
'caculus and Derivative of a 
Function' to any old member at 
any time requested to do so. 
The club, in its business meet- 
ing, decided to visit a computer 
in Lexington, November 6th. 
S.N.E.A. TO TAKE PART 
IN AMERICAN  ED WEEK 
The October 26. meeting of S. 
N.E.A. was a business one held 
in Walnut Hat] at 6:30 p.m.- 
Janet Smyth, 3.N.E.A. president, 
opened the mecl'njr; and Jenny 
Lou Talent reported on the recent 
trip made by five S-N.E.A. mem- 
bers with Dr. Fen-ell to a Ken- 
tucky Student Euucation Associa- 
tion Workship a: Westet-i on 
October 22nd. American Educa- 
tion Week was announced to be 
November 6-12; and the Eastern 
S.N.E.A. decided to participate in 
the Professional Day Assembly 
honoring education on 
November 21. 
Dogpatch Dance 
Set For Tonight 
Little Abner costumes will be 
plentiful tonight. Eastern's Kyma 
Club will be sponcering their an- 
nual Sadie Hawkins Day Dance. 
All boys beware girls will be ask- 
ing for boy dates. As squire Haw- 
kins once said, "I'm going get my 
gal a man." Since then Sadie 
Hawkins Day has been a tradi- 
tion in Ky. for getting boy dates. 
The dance will be held in the 
recreation'roo mof the Student 
Union Building. Admission will be 
fifty cents drag and thirty-five 
cents stag. This cut price is an 
incentive to all shy girls who are 
conscious of bargins. 
There will also several contests 
for which prizes will be given. 
The two best costumes will re- 
cieve a prize. Costumes will be 
chosen on originality, and the 
most suitable for the occasion. 
There also will be jitterbug con- 
test held for all Dogpatchers. A 
great time to let down your hair 
and win a prize for some fancy 
hoofing. 
Jim Williams of Kyma Club was 
sorry that the affair couldn't be 
carried over for the whole week. 
However, lack of time for prepar- 
ation made this impossible. Bar- 
bara Rose and her committee will 
be in charge of the dance. 
The committee anounced that 
music would be furnished by the 
Juke box because they could not 
secure » .band. 
■ T7  
ESC Students To 
Be In Follies '60 
Twenty-one Eastern students 
will participate in the Follies '60 
production to be presented by the 
Richmond Junior Woman's Club, 
Nov. 11-12, in Hiram Brook Audi- 
torium. 
The show will include song and 
dance routlens, comedy sketches 
skits and vocal solos. It is being 
produced In cooperation with Tne 
Jerome Cargill producing Agency, 
New York. Joe Simmons is Direc- 
tor. 
Those participating from East- 
ern are Mrs. Jerry Boyd. physical 
education instructor, Donald 
Combs, swimming I n 8 t r u c t or, 
Judy Peters Nancy Tester, Vivian 
Sexton, Janet Brown, Nancy 
Turner, Libby Mulllns, Betty Jo 
Hancock, Sheila Gilreath, Harriet 
Adkisson, Kaye . Shouse, Jack 
Bailey, Darryl Smith, David White, 
Dwlght Gatwood, Don Chappel 
Fred Francis, Al Alsip, John 
Boone, Ed Lyons, Jim Raber, and 
Dewey  Elanton. 
Discussing the anticipated Democratic victory next week are from 
left: Dr. Paul Nagel; State Attorney-General John Breckenridge, and 
Tom Isaacs. Mr. Breckenridge addressed a rally of Young Democrats 
last Monday in the Little Theatre. 
«E" CLUB PLANS 
DADS DAY NOV. 12 
John Callahan, president of "E" 
Club, announced yesterday that 
Eastern's first annual Dad's Day 
will be observed on Saturday, 
November 12 the day of the 
Morehead-Eastern   football   game. 
"This will be first campus wide 
Dads Day in Eastern's history," 
John said, "in the past only the 
the fathers of football players 
have been recognized at the 
game." 
This year the fathers of every 
student on campus are being in- 
vited to come to campus on this 
day. Each student will be con- 
tacted and will address the invit- 
ation himself. 
Registration tables will be set 
up in the lobby of the Keen 
Johnson Student Union Building 
and all fathers who come should 
be brought there to register. The 
fathers will be given a lapel pin 
designating him . as an "Eastern 
Dad" and will be admitted to the 
Mbrehead game'free1.   '*,   f ' 
"We hope that the student jswiy 
will cooperate In this" John said, 
"because only with the help of 
every one on campus can this day 
hecau.se   an   Eastern   tradition. 
The "E" Club believes that this 
event can become one of the high- 
lights of the school year but can 
only be a success with every on's 
cooperation. If anyone has a 
question the "E" Club and they 
will be glad to answer it . 
8 Housing Units 
Ready In Brockton 
Four duplex apartment buildings, 
containing eight two bedroom units, 
in Brockton have been completed, 
and eight families will move into 
them during the week of Novem- 
ber 7-12. 
Priority in assignment to the new 
units was given to families who 
must be relocated because of new 
construction. 
The other family housing pres- 
ently under construction will be 
ready for occupancy by February 
1, 1961. A priority will be given 
to families living in the Veterans 
Village and off-campus in Rich- 
mond for these  units. 
Specific priorities will be assign- 
ed later. Applications for the. new 
apartment are being received. 
Dance Band To 
Play At Assembly 
The Maroonlinere, the college 
dance band which recently made 
its 1960 debut at the Halloween 
Party, will give an assembly pro- 
gram on Wednesday. November 9. 
at 10 a.m. for sophomores, juniors 
and seniors. Included on the pro- 
gram are arrangements by Stan 
Kenton, Glenn Miller, and Errol 
Garner. The program will be re- 
peated Thurday at 1 p.m. for 
freshman only. 
Appearing with the band will be 
GaiJ Shivel a wonderful vocalist; 
the 'sBlack Notes, a new trio com- 
posed of Ruth West, Janice Fulk- 
erson, and Judy Sands; and John 
Witt, a jazz singer. Mr. Nick 
Koenlgstein, EKSC band director 
and advisor to the Maroonliners 
will be master of ceremonies. 
The band, led by Jim Layne, in- 
cludes: saxes; Jack Homer, Bill 
Campbell, Stuart Carmen, John 
Witt, Joe Ball; trumpets: Arlie 
Noble, Mr. Dean Gatwood, Gary 
Holdsworth Danny Eberlein. Bar- 
ry Smith; trombones: Darryl 
Brown, Dwlght Gatwood, Steve 
Stivers, Bill Cain; drums, Jerry 
Riches; boss, Arthur Eve; piano. 
John Rankin. 
Breckenridge 
Calls For 
Kennedy Win 
State Attorney-General, John 
Breckinridge, last Monday night 
called for a Democratic victory In 
the general election to be held 
next Tuesday. 
Addressing a partisan crowd of 
Young Democratlcs in the Little 
Theatre, Mr. Breckinridge stressed 
the loss of U.S. prestige during 
,the last four years of the Repub- 
lican administration. ■ He stated, 
"It is not treason to state the facts 
[about  the  country. 
Mr. Nixon claims that he has 
kbeen influential in making major 
poln y decisions. If this is true, 
then he alone can be blamed for 
the retreat and retrench policy of 
the past four years." 
Federal  Aid  To  Education 
Concerning federal aid to educa- 
tion, Mr. Breckinridge said that 
without it, our children won't be 
educated. "Without federal aid 
there wouldn't be a Eastern or a 
U. of K., and you don't see con- 
trols placed on them." 
When asked about the religious 
issue, he said, "The constitution 
guarantees that there shall be no 
religious test required of a can- 
didate for public office, and those 
opposing Senator Kennedy would be 
a lot better off if they would con- 
centrate on the dangers of athlstlc 
communism to the American way 
of life." 
Also present at the rally was 
Carroll Hubbard, state college 
chairman of Kentucky's Young 
Democrats. 
Nat. Science Grad 
Awards Offered 
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Na- 
Eastern Upsets Arch - Foe 
Obtains Revenge From 
Western In 17 - 7 
Coach Glenn Presnell's Eastern 
Kentucky Maroons turned oportun- 
iats last Saturday afternoon at, of 
all places, Bowling Green, to hand 
the homecoming Western Hilltop- 
pers a 17-7 licking before an over- 
flow crowd of nearly 7,000. 
The win was sweet for the Ma- 
roons, especially since it was this 
same Western team  that snapped 
a twelve year homecoming win 
skein at the Maroons' own battle- 
ground with a 14-7 win. 
The contest was a typical East- 
ern-Western battle only in the hard- 
hitting, rugged style of play. It 
did not resemble games of the past 
involving the two famous rivals in 
that the Hllltoppers gave up the 
ball nine  times to  the aggressive 
HALLOWEEN PARTY HAILED AS 
HUGE SUCCESS 
Eastern's first Halloween dance party went over with tremendous 
turnout The crowd was estimated to be over a thousand students. 
The party was held in the Student Union Building between 8:00 and 
11:00 P.M. 
Music was furnished by East- 
ern's own Maroonliners. This new 
orchestera has 17 pieces and a 
great new sound. Jim Layne is 
their conductor. Extra features 
were furnished by Gale Shivel who 
sang some favorites. "Moonlight 
in Vermont" being one. Another 
new group called the Black Notes 
did some numbers with the band 
and without music. One impres- 
sive number was "Sincerely" 
which a few years ago was made 
famous by the McGuire Sisters. 
The Black Notes are made up of 
Judy Sands, Janice Fulkerson, ar.d 
Ruth West, 
Refreshments    were   bought in 
the grill which stayed open until 
the dance was. over. Cider was 
obtained by the committee and 
obtained by the committee and the 
12 gallons they had offered were 
gone by 9:00 p. m. 
i Thanks are giver, to Mrs. J. HI'! 
cafeteria director for her co- 
operation and the co-operation of 
her statf. Without her help the 
party could not have been such a 
great success. 
Our Social committee sponsored 
the party. The Social committee 
is made up of Linda Murril, John 
Vetter, Polly Jane Morris, Charles 
Klonne, Pat Buig-in, Jim Pearce 
with De«n-Gase a« chairman. 
PROGRESS. MILESTONE 
GET NEW OFFICES 
By next week the Progress 
staff will be located in its new of- 
fices in the basement of the 
Administration building. Offices 
have been partitioned off in room 
4 for the publicity department. 
Milestone, and Progress. 
The rooms have been completely 
remodeled: tiles have been laid, 
the walls painted, and flourescent 
lighting  installed. 
The enlarged offices will bring 
together the publicity department 
and both student publications. 
This will allow for a greater de- 
gree of co-operation. 
No definate plans have been 
made concerning the soon-to-be- 
vacated Progress office In the 
grill. It has been learned that the 
Student Council, which has no of- 
fice, has asked President Martin 
for the room. 
Students are Invited to come in 
and inspect the new Progress and 
Milestone offices as soon as the 
move is made. 
Biology Club 
Officers Chosen 
Officers of the Biology Club for 
60-61. are President-Judy Hend- 
rickson, Vice President-E 1 m e r 
Mullins, and Secretary-treasurer- 
Elva Dolwlck. Dr. Harold Zim- 
mack, assistant prof essor of 
biology, is sponsor of the club. 
As a means of meeting, the 
biology majors and minors and 
meeting the instructors informal- 
ly, the club journeyed to the 
woods near Berea for a picnic 
Thursday. October 27th. Games, 
singing,  and  food  were  the  pro- 
tional Research Council has again 
been called upon to advise the 
National Science Foundation in 
the selection of candidates for the 
Founation's program of graduate 
and postdoctoral fellowships. The 
Foundation plans to award ap- 
proximately 1,200 graduate and 
150 postdoctoral fellowships in 
these two programs during the 
1961-1962 academic year. s 
Committees of outstand ing 
scientists appointed by the Aca- 
demy-Research Council will eva- 
luate applications of all candi- 
dates final selection will be made 
by the Foundation and awards 
announced on March 15, 1961. 
These fellowships are open to 
citizens of the United States and 
applications are evaluated sole'.y 
on the basis of ability. Fellowships 
may be applied to advanced study 
in the mathematical, physical 
medical, biological, and engineer- 
ing sciences, including anthro- 
pology, psychology I e x c 1 u d i ng 
clinical psychology,) and the fol- 
lowing social sciences: geography, 
mathematical economics, econome- 
trics, demography, information 
and communication theory, ex- 
perimental and quantitative so- 
ciolgy and the history and 
philosophy of science. They are 
open to college seniors, graduate 
and postdoctoral students, and 
others with equivalent training 
and  experience. 
All applicants for graduate 
(predoctoral) awards Will be re- 
quired to take the Graduate Re- 
cord Examination designed to test 
scientific aptitude and achieve- 
ment. This examination adminis- 
tered by the Educational Testing 
Service, will be given on January 
21, 1961, at designated centers 
throughout the United States and 
certain  foreign  countries. 
The annual stipends for grariu 
ate Fellows are as follows: $1800 
for the first yeci; $2000 for the 
intermediate year; and 42200 for 
the terminal year. The annual 
stipend for postdoctoral Fellows is 
$4500 Limited allowances will 
also be provided to apply toward 
tuition, laboratory fees, and travel, 
Further information and applic- 
ation materials may be obtained 
from the Fellowship Office, Na- 
tional Academy of Sciences-No- 
tional Research Council, 2101 Con- 
stitution Avenue, N.W., Wash- 
ington 25, D.C. The deadline for 
the receipt of applications for "re-I 
gular postdoctoral fellowships is 
December 19, 1960, and for gradu- 
ate fellowships, January 6  1961. 
Record Enrollment Reveals 
Geographical Variety 
Enrollment for the fall semester at Eastern Kentucky State Col- 
lege is a record 3,452 students. This represents nearly a seventeen 
per cent increase over the enrollment of the fall semester last year. 
Students from sixteen states, Florida, Georgia. Indiana, Michigan, 
Minnesota, New Jersey. New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, 
as well as Kentucky, are enrolled this year. 
There   are   188   out-of-state   stu-   Trimble    have   only   one   student 
dents. The largest group Is from 
Ohio, with 79 registered students. 
Indiana is second with 31, and 
Pennsylvania has 10 here. 
The four Kentucky counties with 
the greatest number of students 
are: Madison County, 397; Jeffer- 
son County, 163; Harlan County, 
163; and Pulaski County, 136. 
There are students from 79 other 
Kentucky counties too. Seven 
counties, Fleming, McLean, Mon- 
roe, Rowan, Spencer, Taylor, and 
each  here. 
The total enrollment figure does 
not include approximately 350 stu- 
dents enrolled in Eastern's train- 
ing school program, or the several 
hundred enrolled in off-campus 
extension centers 
A breakdown of the enrollment 
shows 1.029 freshmen, 701 sopho 
mores, 614 juniors, 768 seniors, 817 
graduate students, and 23 special 
students. 
Of the total, 1,829 are men, while 
1,623 are women students. 
HEAD OF U.K. GRAD SCHOOL 
TELLS OF FELLOWSHIPS 
Collegiate Pentacle, senior women's leadership honorary society, 
held Its regular meeting on Wednesday, November 3, 1960 at 6:00 in 
Room 201 of the Student Union Building. Students intersted In gradu- 
ate study were Invited to attend the meeting.    Miss Arlene Hatton 
ttansl    AMtav 'of 'fcteficeVNai   *•»»*»*. P™»°«> •» »•* meeting and Miss Frances Dobbs, viee-psssi- 
1*°"?, *2ZXyr£.JFE?l!% ~W. introduced the guest speaker, Dr. Lyle Dawson.   ' dbnt,
' Dr. Lyle Dawson Is presently 
the Acting Dean of Graduate 
School at the University of Ken- 
tucky and also head of the Chem- 
istry Department. Dr. Dawson 
commented on (he difference in 
the approach and emphasis in 
graduate training as compared to 
undergraduate training. He said 
that the approach in gradutae 
work Is broader, and is one in 
which there is greater Responsibil- 
ity placed upon the students. 
The Acting Dean described the 
steps in making application for 
admission in Graduate School, and 
he also discussed the Graduate 
Record Examination and other 
means of determining suitable 
students for enrollment as 
of probable success. 
Fellowships, Kchpiai-. 
assistanshlps were also d 
Dr. Dawson said that some of 
these require service of the stud- 
ents and some are not service 
appointments. Some of these are 
given by the University of Ken- 
tucky and some are sponsored by 
outside agencies, especially by the 
Federal government; such as, the 
National Scientific Cooperative 
fense Fellowships. 
Dr. Dawson said, "There is one 
thing that is ciose to my heart, 
and that is tinancial assistance U 
available for l-eally capable stu- 
dents." He also said, "We need to 
encourage and provide greater op- 
portunity for the capable students, 
and we are in need of more lead- 
ers  in  our  country  today." 
KENNEDY WIN SEEN BY THREE 
LEADING  NEWS MAGAZINES 
Three leading news magazines have published surveys Indicating 
enSator John F. Kennedy has a substantial edge over Vice-President 
Kichard M. Nixon in the presidential race. 
Pictured  at  last   Monday's  Halloween  party  are  from  left:   Frank 
, Whalen.  Linda Jones,  Larry  Knarr, and Mary Jo Radden.   Approx- 
Monday. I imately  eleven  hundred  students  attended  the  party,  sponsored  by 
I the social committee. 
ATTENTION ALL PROGRESS STAFF MEMBERS! 
As important staff meeting wtll be held in the new Progress 
office In the Administration building on Monday, November 7, at 
5:0* p. m. The now office is number 4, in the basement of the 
Imllding. 
An editorial staff meeting will be held at 4:00 p. m. the same 
day, In the name place.  All editors should be present 
Anyone who Is Interested In joining the staff will be welcome 
at the meeting at 5:00 p. m. 
The surveys by Time, News- 
week, and U.S. News * World Re- 
port state that Kennedy entered 
the final week of the campaign In 
a good position to capture far 
more than the 269 electorlal votes 
needed to win. 
However, all three magazines 
agree that in many key states 
where Kennedy appears ahead the 
edge is so slight that the electoral 
vote could go either way. 
Political experts who took part 
In . the surveys also agreed that 
the religious issue was an im- 
ponderable upon which the elec- 
tion could hlngo. 
Newsweex reported that polit 
leal editors and reporters contri- 
buting to Its "listening post" 
credit Kennedy with 278 elec- 
torlal  votes. 
Time said a surveyor its cor- 
respondents gave Kennedy an edge 
of 306 electorial votes to 149 for 
Nixon, with 82 votes listed as "un- 
predicatable.'" 
The survey by U.S. News & 
World Report gave Kennedy 282 
electorial votes and Nixon 205, 
with 50 in the doubtful category. 
WESLEY LISTS PLANS 
Wesley Foundation has its fel- 
lowship meetings Monday evenings 
5:00 In the Blue Room of the cafe- 
teria of the Student Union Build- 
ing. Those who wish to come 
should go through the dinner line 
and bring their trays to the Blue 
Room. New members are always 
welcome. 
The First Methodist Church 
Young People's Sunday School had 
an election of officers. The follow- 
ing were elected: Jean McConnel, 
president; Allen Hammond, vice- 
president; Marietta Scalf, secre- 
tary-treasurer; Henrietta Scalf,. 
membership chairman. 
Maroons, seven times on fumbles, 
and twice by timely pass inter- 
ceptions. 
The win was the eleventh for the 
Maroons In the ancient series that 
dates back to 1914. Western has 
won twenty-two times. 
Tackle Dave Hatfield gave the 
Maroons a 3-0 lead in the second 
period on his beautiful 33 yard 
field goal. 'Toppers came back 
and took the lead in the third 
period when halfback Buzzy Best 
bucked over from the one yard 
line. Tackle Jack Waff tacked on 
the extra point and Western led 
7-8. 
In the fourth, the Maroons took 
advantage of a pair of Western 
miscues and added two touchdowns 
with < Silly Layman and Richie Em- 
mons scoring. Hatfield added both 
extra points to give the Maroons 
their final 17-7 margin. 
As the horn sounded, the Ma- 
roons were on the march again 
and had driven to the 'Topper 4 
yard marker. 
An estimated 300 Eastern stu- 
dents and Richmond townspeople 
made the trek to the HiUtopper 
campus. Nick Koenigstein's 85- 
piece Marching Maroons turned in 
a tremendous performance that left 
the capacity crowd amazed by their 
precision ana great halftime show. 
See Sports Page for complete 
game story. 
Marine Recruiters 
To Visit Campus 
On 8-9 November 1960, a Marine 
Officer Election Team will visit 
Eastern Kentucky State College for 
the purpose of interviewing under- 
graduates interested in obtaining 
a commission in the U. 8. Marine 
Corps upon receipt of their bac- 
calaureate degree. The team, head- 
ed by Captain J. F. Meyers, Jr., 
officer selection officer, and 1st 
Lieutenant Carolyn J. Auldridge, 
woman officer selection officer, 
will be located in the Student Union 
Building. 
The Marine Corps offers five 
basic Officer Training programs; 
four for male applicants and one 
for women. Outstanding features 
of the  male  program are: 
1. Freshmen and sophomores 
enrolled in the Platoon Landers 
Class attend six weeks of train** 
during two summer vacations at 
Quaniico, Virginia. 
2. Juniors attend one, continu- 
ous twelve-week training course at 
Quantico,  Virginia. 
3. Seniors and graduates attend 
a ten - week Officer Candidate 
Course after graduation. 
4. No drills, meetings, or other 
military activities during the school 
year. 
5. Selective  Service  exemption. 
6. Pay received during train- 
ing. 
Additional information can be ob- 
tained from the Marine team dur- 
ing their visit. 
OVC Coaches Pick 
Eastern - Western 
Basketball Playoff 
If Ohio Valley Conference basket- 
ball coaches are right, defendiiig 
champion Western Kentucky and 
senior-studded Eastern Kentucky 
will meet in a playoff to decide 
the   1960-61  loop title. 
Ed Diddles Hllltoppers and Paul 
McBrayer's Maroons finished in a 
virtual dead heat in a pre-season 
poll of all seven OVC basketball 
coaches. Cal Luther's veteran 
Murray quintet was a strong third 
while skyscraping Morehead edged 
out another sophomore-dominated 
club, Tennessee Tech, for the No. 
4 spot. 
NIW      KAINTtHANCt     SUaOINS     •     •      AN 
ADOir iOli TO   f\ TZ PATRICK   »»rs    », 
(At'I*-   rftWfVC"Y   S'A't    COtV»»«   -   HICMMOW3.    PCMUCKV 
Pictured above is the architect's drawing of the proposed   Maintenance  Building.    Bids 
are now being secured and will be opened the middle of November.   Consi 
start   immediately. -, 
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Men, Religion, And Politics 
c Picking up the mail the other day, we found several 
Ntw sources against Kennedy for president because of 
religion. It makes us wonder if these people are cheap- 
ening their own religion by making it a tool for their 
own gains and jealousies. How can men of ©od go to 
such lengths to show hatred for another religion? Some 
of these men we respect, others such as Brother Walker. 
we are confident are trying to make themselves into 
pseu,d°j-messians- As Protestants we were against per- 
secutions in the Reformation, but here we are in the 
20th century, persecuting the Catholics because they 
are Catholics and we are Protestants. 
On November the 8th, Americans will go to the 
polls to vote for a man or a party. They will, we hope, 
fcot ce*f their votes for a Baptist God, a Methodist God, 
a Quaker God, or a Catholic God. We are not voting 
for. gods but for parties and men, representative of 
these parties. Interested persons wanting to know more 
of this oncoming election would do much better exam- 
ining platforms and leaving interpretations of Catholic- 
Ism to Rome where it will stay, regardless of which man 
rs elected. ^ 
These bigots preach to us not to vote for a Catho- 
lic because he witl be under the strong hand of Rome. 
To begin with these men are doing the same thing that 
they are afraid the Catholics would do. They are try- 
ing to dictate to Americans, telling them whome to vote 
fop in the election. 
In conclusion, if any Prostestant sect believes that 
they will be destroyed should a Catholic become presi- 
dent, we are sure they are right, but it won't be by a 
CatKolic, but by their own hate and greed. I would like 
to quote a bit of scripture that these bigots use and I 
think is fitting. "To the law and the testimony if they 
speak not according to this word it is because there is 
no light in them."    Isaiah .8:20.  
TO THE STUDENT BODY 
In a previous editorial, we spoke of the necessity 
of billiard balls on campus. There are certain people 
that prize these filched billiard bajjjs. We can not see 
what any human would want an objee^.,ij noxious>as a 
billiard ball. However, I'm sure that these (Sever thieves 
have put their souvenirs to great use. We hear also 
that they make interesting paper weights. 
Eventually, however, the school will have to pay 
for these souvenirs. This will mean that sometime this 
year we won't be able to have a dance or some other 
activity. The petty thieves do not realize that they are 
only depriving the rest of the student body. What do 
they care if others suffer only as long as they can have 
their clever little prizes. 
Whp ere. the people that steal billiard balls? Are 
they hardened criminals? Most of them are a little 
more immature than a juvenile delinquent. They are 
thieves, the worst kind of thieves for they have no rea- 
son for stealing. We ask ourselves, don't these people 
heve some basic moral code that says that it's wrong to 
steal. Or are they so low as humans that they aren't 
capable of doing anything more than making braying 
mules out of themselves.,. 
They talk of others doing them injustice, but yet 
they 4° injustice by being petty thieves. They gripe 
about strong disciplinary rules. Examine these rules and 
you will find they are not made for good students but 
for a low caliber of students who think that they cen 
make themselves more mature by stealing silly things 
as billiard balls. Yes, this is why there must be rigid 
rulot so fhat we can protect the rest of the campus 
from its high school spirited students. 
GUEST    EDITORIAL 
The New York Times' Reasons Far Endorsing Sen. Kennedy 
■ 
LUIGI'S   PIZZA 
If YOU WANT YOUR FOOD DELIVERED 
FREE! e\ 
Just Phone your Order to Loo-ee-gee  (Luigi) 
Phone 2737 
SUNDAY — 4:00 P. M. - 11:00 P. M. 
** 
Following is the text of an editorial from the October J7th issue 
of the New York Times in which the newspaper announced and ex- 
plained Its preference tor Senator ¥enn«*»X ta t"e rWtotiftl race: 
The New Jork Times, speaking as an indepe^dentnewmaper. to- 
day announces Its support tfJohn IS Kennedy <or Pre«id«xt. Two 
consideratiomThavc caff-led special weig&t In dejermiata* our judg- 
ment. Ope OX. piqte & * master o£ foreign nolicy The Other la a 
question ot assuring- a unified direction of ike nation» affair* at a, 
difficult moment in history. 
In the field of foreign policy we find it a cause of deep, satisfaction 
that despite their sharp dispute  over  Quemoy  and MatsU,  Ole  two 
candidates are In substantial agreement over a wide range ot Im- 
portant issues. Both are aware of the nature and dimensions ot (h« 
imperialist-Communist threat. Both want a stronger national defense 
and more effecUve aid to tae under-developed, nations. Both are pre- 
pared to resist, by force if necessary, any attempt by Soviet Buaua to 
drive us from Berlin. 
This large measure of agreement guarantees a continuity or uie 
main lines of American foreign policy and offers welcome assurance 
to our N. A. T. O. allies and to the small nations which, look to us tor 
support in their efforts to safeguard their newly acquired independence. 
f. Jflnw, Had T». Be Resoned i 
A s for Quemoy and MaUu, It Is unfortunate that this issue has 
been brought into the campaign. When questioned about it, both candi- 
dates ought to have stood on tne policy expressed, by Congress in its 
joint resolution of, January M. 1955. a policy to which noth of, them 
have now wisely retreate* after having taken more extreme poattioW 
In direct opposition to each other. There are far more important 
questions of foreign"policy than QuemoK *nd M*Uu, but the debate 
over the offshore islands did throw a revealing light on differences 01 
Judgment on the part of the two candidates. 
Senator Kennedy made it clear that he would not go to war with 
Communist China solely for the 'prlnctnie" of defending two islands 
Immediately adjacent to the Chinese mainland, for to do so would be 
"unsound militarily, unnecessary to our security and unsopported by 
our allies." But the Vice President, who in a sense had to be rescued 
from his original position by Use President, made statements—such as 
the one that we would not surrender "one Inch of tree territory" to 
the Communist—that carry Implications reaching tar beyond Quemoy 
and Matsu and, in fact, extending to the whole range of American 
foreign  policy. 
There are large areas of the worloV—particularly In Southeastern 
Asia—where Ideological conflict between Communism and anti-Com- 
munism may break out at any moment into local warfare. Are we, 
as Mr. Nixon indicates, to use American manpower to prevent the 
loss of "one inch of free territory" in such areas? The choics is not 
so easy as Mr. Nixon implies. It involves the question of the intrinsic 
importance of each such area to the security of tne United States, the 
question of Allied assistance, the possible coat of American Interven- 
tion in terms of American lives. The over-simplification of Mr. Nixon's 
sweeping declarations in these matters Is not reassuring. 
Senator Kennedy's approach In this as in other matters of foreign 
policy, except for his momentary blunder suggesting Intervention In 
Cuba, a position from which he quickly retreated, seems to us to be 
more reasoned, less  emotional,  more flexible,  less  doctrinaire,  more 
imaginative, lea* negative than that of the Vice P*asldent. These are 
intangibles, and strifei less, from specific program* than from the 
breadth of vision of the man and of his advisers, bujt they are rea* and 
compelling nevertheless. - --- 
A second consideration persuading us to support the cwjdldacy 
of Mr. Kennedy lies in the realities of the present politic** situation 
- Jws2 uTcvery reason to believe that the next Senate, because of 
■oldaver naemberS and the geographical distribution of the seats to be 
rilled this year, will b.- strongly Democratic. There is almost equally 
eood reason to believe that the House also will be Democratic, wun 
international tensions running high and great decisions to be made 
we cannot view with satisfaction the prospect of a continuation of tne 
division of authority between Executive and Congress which has pre- 
vailed in Washington for the last six years. 
With his personal warmth and widespread popular support Presi- 
dent Elsenhower was able to bridge this division to some extent. Mr. 
Nixon  we think, would be far less able to do so. 
A resulting deadlock could be costly. Surely this Is a time when 
Uie responsibility for leadership and action should b,e plainly fixed 
and no tug-of-war between opposite ends of Pennsylvania Avenue 
should be permitted to jeopardise the efficient operation o* »• Ameri- 
"*" W^belTetre that, with the prestige of an election victory, Mr. 
Kennedy could override reactionary Southern opposition within his own 
party and consolida.te an effecUve majority behind a construcUve pro- 
Cam We respect his readiness to take the InlUatlye, his res»tt*oeful- 
ncss and the major purpose* at which he alms. «.._^M-..   we 
While thus favoring Uie election of a DemocraUc candidate, we 
must state frankly that there Is one aspect of the Democratic cam- 
paign which gives us concern.    This relates to the question of fiscal 
A Prudent Democrat 
We are not disturbed, by Uie prospect of larger federal expendi- 
tures as such. For one thing, both parties and both candidate* agree 
that expenditures (or national defense must be increased m view o* 
the presumnUve ability of Uie Soviet Union to launch a sudden nuclear 
attack Moreover, quite aside from Uie quesUon of national defense, 
we recognise that this is a growing country, with a quickened sense 
of social responsibility, and we have no doubt that the outflow of tunas- 
from Washington must kep pace with both Uie nation's birth rate and 
What concerns us, therefore, is not the strong likelihood that fed- 
eral expenditures will rise, regardless of which party wins the Presi- 
dency but rather the quesUon of how such a program Is to be handled. 
The Democratic Party's platform goes tar beyond the Republican plat- 
form in making promises of large spending Yet it calls at this time 
for "no increase In present tax rates." ..    i    '- .. ■ 
This is not a reassuring prospect, since it involves Uie hazards of 
Inflation but it is fair to note that in matters of fiscal policy «£ 
Kennedy himself has been ope of the more prudent Democrats in 
Congress.^ elecUw m a„ eIectlons, there are points of strength 
and points of weakness on both sides. As always, the choice must be 
made on balance.   On balance, our choice is Mr. Kennedy. 
TOUCHE' 
by Dave Adams 
35 Freshmen Picked For 
Midterm  Expulsion 
The following students were selected by a committee of faculty 
and administration from Eastern on the basis of immoral or unsports- 
manlike conduct; lack of originality, friends, money, or grades; viola- 
tions of rules; and walking on the grass. 
Belvedere Shirk was a chemjstry major from Blue Slick, Kentucky. 
Bel was rejected by CWBNS, SNEA. and the Photo Club. 
' Her acUvities include, the spectator and Uie Circle Club. She was 
also Instrumental In Uie construction of the Young Republican Club 
float. ' 
Rodnick Roadnick, formerly a pre-englneering (choo-cnoo) major 
from Cuslc, Kentucky, refused to join Uie Math Club or Theatre Club, She 
has appeared with Mosart in several one-act plays. Her best role was 
that of an Inanimate object In "The Dog and The Fire Plug." 
John Alice Burnam Is a physic*! education major from Heirplane, 
Kentucky. She was acUve In P. E.,<31ub, KYMA Club, W. R A.. P. R-. 
and Cadet Officers Club. Her hobbles include wrestling, knitting, and 
inciting riots. , 
Ima Joiner, an elementary education major from Peasticks. Ken- 
tucky, signed up for the Band, Orchestra, Olee Club, student teaching. 
Math Club. SNEA, KYMA CSub, 48 class hours and 36 other clubs. She 
eloped last week with that for which she was looking—a husband. 
Stanley Brennan-KJonne la a native of Bjjstr Wallow. Kentucky 
An English major, he is active In all eight Canterbury Clubs, CORE, 
NAACP. KKK. Nights in Columbia, and is.ln excellent health, as pf 
now. . . 
John Uramuther, a math major from Uslckea, Kentucky, was one 
of Uie most active men on campus, being Uie campus representaUve for 
3 dry cleaners, a liquor company, a drug concern, a bookie Joint and 
Plowboy Magazine. John also considers himself somewhat of a treasure. 
Lefty Oblique, a commerce major from LowBell Hollow, Kentucky, 
had the honor of being the first Eastern freshman to be officially 
drummed out of the Pershlng Rifle Corps. He was the high point man 
on the demerit list for & consecuUve weeks. He was branded as a 
traitor for he was Rotten to the Corps. 
Lolita Ulrlch, a French major from Alamo, Texas, a member of 
the Progress staff, was assigned to do a feature article on the basket- 
ball players' residence.    She was last seen entering tOatoland Hall. 
Kenny McJames from Wilde, had not chosen his major. In his six 
years of attendance he earned 800 credit hours—all in Freshman 
courses. 
LETTERS TO TrlflWfQRS 
TO  AVOW ANY  FALSE 
IMPRESSIONS 
We the undersigned wish to state 
that   literature   regarding   person- 
alities in the coming election that 
was distributed on the campus at 
Eastern,  and left m Uie cars of 
students and faculty member*, was 
done without the knowledge or con- 
sent of either the Baptist Student 
Union or the First Baptist Church. 
Signed:   Shirley McMahan, 
B.S.U.  Director 
Ernest N. Perry, 
Pastor,   First   Bap- 
tist Church 
KATIES 
Baby Shop 
We Specielize in Infant's 
and Children's Wear 
& Maternity Complete. 
WAYMAN'S 
DEP'T.   STORES 
RICHMOND       —       IEREA 
"The Bargain City of the flue Grass' 
Ph 
DIXIE DRY CLEANERS 
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT ITS FINfSTI 
Altering      Suede Cleaning      Pants Pegging 
Repairing       Waterproofing       Sizing 
We have no agent working.  Instead 
we give all students a special discount. 
Free Delivery one 
Why So to Town? 
Gas Up With Us! 
College Service Station 
Across from Memorial HaH 
Compliments  of 
The Ideal Restaurant 
Home of Good  Foods 
^■p 
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT! 
LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR RANKING  NEEDS! 
STATE  BANK  AND 
H SWEET SHOP 
North  Second  Street 
BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS  .  .   . 
OR "LAY - IT . AWAY" 
NOVEMBER 
SALE! 
20%    DISCOUNT 
TO ALL STUDENTS ... 
FACULTY AND rtWWBj- 
ON ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED 
NAME BRAND  MERCHANDISE: 
TRUST  COMPANY 
- 
:f 
OF   RICHMOND,   KENTUCKY ••' : * 
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP. 
^■^ 
-111 
"  "       .    '    ...       s 
VOTE 
DEMOCRATIC 
mmmmmmfm^mKurmK'^ 
Ungines, Hamilton, Sftvtr. NQJOJCQ, 
Ronson, Pearls, Bulova, Piarnono!sl 
Speidel, Births tone Rings, Elgin, 
Sunbeam, Timex, Remington, Benrus, 
Schick, Gruen — We sell ONLY 
Nationally Known Famous Name 
(hands . . . Terms to Suit! 
KESS LER ' S 
Richmond's ONLY Cut-Rate 
Jewelry 
Guarantee* Jewelry and Watch Repair Service! 
Just Check our Prices—See for Yourself ... 
.   Don't Buy. if not Convinced! 
Next Door to Begley's Pfcoaa 11*4 
>/4 Deep Fried Chicken, 
Cream Gravy, Choice of Two Vegetables 
and bread — 77c 
FEATURING 
HOME MADE GERMAN - CHOCOLATE CAKE 
HINKLE'S DRUG STORE 
r ■BW^BW^WPW EVANS C. SPURL1N REAL  ESTATE   BROKER 
Private and Auction Sales 
PHONES; 858 — 894 
OFFICE- 127 W. IRVINE STRGRT 
CENTRAL 
MUSIC CO. 
First & Ware* fftv 
Richmond,   Ky. 
PHONE   NO. 
2046-2047 
W,. IL.'f- 
THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE 
^eerayfegotit... 
at both ends 
IMP, MO-H 4 wntiyaoH iQQcoi cay. 
Thursday. November 3, 49*0 EASTERN "PROGRESS 
I MAROON ROUND-UP 
m*~.   • _ with Lorry Knarr 
PROPAGANDA?    Western's •*** quarterback. Jim      mission, end J1.50 for students. 
Daily, liafad as a doubtful starter bi the Eastern- ... 
Western feay, managed to play practically the 
whole ballgame. Daily completed alx of fourteen 
passes in the loaing effort. EUh#r Pally, who re- 
portedly had a fractured right, throwing wrist, 
turned In a superhuman effort; or the Western 
coaching staff was guilty of a little propaganda. 
Take your pics.! 
GKOV'ND ATTACK. The Maroons total offtense 
yardage Saturday was 243 yards all on the ground. 
Foi the first time this year the Maroons failed to 
gain any yardage through the air. Wester* was 
held to 92 yards rushing and 72 yards passing. Like 
who needs passes? 
KX-XBAMMATES, Western center Ron Downard 
and Eastern center Wally Wallace each attended 
the same high school, walla.ee was onqe Dowiuu-Ts 
understudy for the Newport Wildcat?. Eastern's 
Richie  Emmons  and  Western defensive  specialist 
2f2H ^^•"wrf* ata0 H*™Wt**'tor Homer 
Highlands BlueMrds. 
*    • 
OHAIN UANO. Sammy Incavido, one of the O.V.C.'s 
stick-out performers before Injuries shelved him 
for the season. Is now working on the sideline 
yard-marking "chain gang." Sammy may be out 
of uniform, but he's one boy you can't keep off 
the football field, A salute to Sam! 
THOMAS SCOOTS Baatarn sophomore John 
Thomas ta name popular among track stars) place 
M (he Eastern harriers dropped a 32-25 verdict to 
Morehead at Morehead last week-end. Thomas, who 
is also one of the top distance runners ori the 
Maroon track team, was edged out by Morehead's 
Irland Soloan who set a new course record. The 
Maroons now have a cross-country record of two 
wins and three losses, 
... 
SHANNON SIDELINED. Add Shannon Johnson's 
name to the growing list of Eastern footballers who 
are out tor the season. Shannon, who suffered In- 
ternal injuries in the Western game, is the third 
Eastern starter and second senior to be forced to 
the sidelines permanently this season. Harvey 
Yeary, starting end suffered a back injury in 
the Ft. Campbell game, which ended his college 
football career, and Sammy Incavido bowed out 
with a groin Injury In the Murray game. 
... 
UILLY GOES HOME. G/lly Layman, Eastern's star 
senior halfback, will close out his college football 
career a,t Ashland, his home town. The Maroons 
meet the Marshall Oreanles in the season finale 
at Putnam Stadium on Nov. 19 in Ashland* Shrine 
Bowl game. The Saturday afternoon eame will pro- 
bably find «.«lO-aeat Putnam $tadiun> filled to 
overflowing as SOoO to 9000 tops are expected to 
turn out. Tickets will be on sale at Eastern. Prices 
are, $3.00 for reserved seats, $2.00 tor general ad- 
iM.ri'KV TIUBTEEN. The Western HAlltoppeu 
had possession of the pigskin on thirteen different 
occasions Saturday and only had to punt three 
times ah in the second half- They post the ball 
seven times on fumbles and twice on pass inter- 
ceptions. And, oh yeah, they scored one ton-lid own! 
... 
OIThlDE CHANGE. With wins in their final two 
O.V.C- contests with Tennessee Tech and aforehead, 
the Maroons could possibly finish in a uefond-plaoe 
tie In the conference. However, Murray would have 
to lose to Western and Middle Tennessee and Mid- 
dle Tennessee would have to lose to East Tennessee 
and Tennessee Tech.  'Ira not taking any bets, 
... 
MOOKL-LAFA YETTE. We'd like to see a some be 
tween two unbeaten, untied schoolboy teams, Ma- 
dison Model and Lexington Lafayette. The two 
Central Kentucky powerhouses have Identical 8-0 
records. The Purples have outscored the!* oppon- 
ents 300-66 while Lafayette hold a 270-26 advantage 
over their foes. Such a clash would really pack In 
the spectators. 
FLORIDA SCORING MACHINE. The all-Negro 
Florida A&M team has scored 177 points in its 
last two outings, which they won by whopping 
scores of 97-0 and 80-0. Looks like they're trving 
their best to take competition out of college foot- 
ball. They havn't been scored upon all season. My, 
guess is that they're lousy at blocking extra points! 
... 
HIGHLANDS AND LYNCH. We'd like to predict 
that Highlands and Lynch will win the state school- 
boy titles this season in the AA and A brackets 
respectively. Louisville's Illustrious Mr. Litkenhous 
picked three Louisville teams 1-2-3 in the state 
test week—Flaget. Male, and St. X. He picked 
Highlands fourth and Lynch seventh. Wonder if 
he's prejudiced? 
... 
SHORT LIVED RECORD. Jerry Lansdale stayed 
in the Eastern record book exactly on week, fn 
last week's Austin Peay contest Lansdale set a 
New Eastern record by carrying the ball 22 times. 
This record was in turn broken by Gilry Layman 
in the Western tilt. Ollly carried 23 times. 
■.A . 
POINT TOWARD TECH—These two Eastern Kentucky gridders from Irvine will be honored Saturday 
night - at the second annual "Irvine Night" game at Hanger Stadium as the Maroons host OVC leader, 
Tennessee Tech. A delegation of some 350 persons are expected to join the motorcade for the 21-mile trek 
to Richmond to pay tribute to Elvin Brinegar, and Shannon Johnson, both halfbecks. Johnson, 
however, will sit this one out, as well as the two remaining games, as he was lost for the season as a 
result of an injury sustained in last Saturday's 17-7 win over Western. Head coach, Glenn Presnell, left, 
is also pictured. 
JOHNSON   INJURED 
Maroons Topple Fumbling Hilltop per s 17-7 
And Mar Arch Rival's Homecoming Day 
AMJ??-^*"^!
8
 ?'U^aBtern K**tucky came storming from behind with a pair of fourth quarter touch- 
downs to turn the tables on arch-enemy Western Kentucky and spoil the Hilltoppers' Homecoming The 
■nX^teVvfar ^rtTSFSt*w* ft* H°m,<*°n»»"5- 'os* dealt to them by the underdog Hilltoppers at Rich- 
quartere hakfttaie but found themselves on  the short end of a 7-3  count after three 
Eastern threatened twice in the 
opening stanza, but the Maroons 
eoujd get no closer than the 'West- 
ern 21 jp)jrd line Defensive half- 
back Cafl Howard intercepted a 
Jin) Dalley pass on the Eastern 
24 early in the contest, and the 
Maroons started a drive that ran 
•ut Of gas on the Western 35. The 
Maroons, with Gllly Layman and 
BURDS 
j Drug Store 
Fountain - Luncheonette 
Prescriptions 
FREE DELIVERY 
7 A. M. to 7 P. M. 
Phones 244 & 245 
1 
Jerry Lansdale blazing the trail. 
lolled up three first downs in this 
series. 
Faced with a fourth down and 
five situation, the Maroons were 
forced to punt. Gene Blackwelder 
angled hie kick out of bounds' on 
the Western 14. On the very next 
play, fullback Bobby Mitchell 
bulled through the Eastern defense 
for 10 yards before being jarred 
loose from the ball on a bone- 
crushing tackle by Eastern guard 
Tom Sharp. Senior tackle Frank 
Tomaro recovered the Topper 
furhble o r*lu Western 24. 
Pass Intercepted 
The Maroons failed to take ad- 
vantage or this golden opportunity 
hi TJotiyJ TJaffham's fourth down 
pass was picked off by Western 
secondary-man Francis Paine, was 
downed on the Western 19. The 
Hilltoppers, on the strength of 
running backs Booker, Best, and 
Mitchell, chalked up two first 
downs in moving the ball to the 
48 before  Nash  fumbled  on    the 
It doesn't take a hunter's eye 
the curve-hugging fit of our 1 
Every man, woman and heastie i 
see it! That's because they're made a 
trifle narrower at ankle and calf... 
for slender young limbs. They 
ding like a beau. 
In thru ilylti, to give you dance-floor 
glamour and mileage i    : 
Seamless, run-resist Shapemaker stretch sheers 
Pair,  $1.50 
Seamless, run-resist regular sheers 
Pair,  $1.35 
SMART  SHOP 
Eastern  48.  Eastern  again  made 
the recocery. 
After another futile Eastern 
series early In the second period 
the Hilltoppers massed another 
offensive beginning on their pwn 
12. Led by Best and Paine, the 
Toppers picked up three more 
first downs in moving to the 
Eastern 43. The drive was ended 
prematurely when an alert Johnny 
Morrison fell on Western's third 
fumble of the afternoon. 
Taking over on their own 47. 
the Maroons, led by the strong 
running of freshman fullback 
Roger Mancinl, marched all the 
way down the field to the Hill- 
topper 17 before running -out.. of_ 
downs. On last down, tackle* Dave, 
Hatfield split the uprights with 
a field goal from about the 23 
and Eastern led 3-0. With 3:00 re- 
maining. 
Hatfield kicked off, and the 
Hilltoppers again let the ball 
-slither away on their first play 
from scrimmage. Morrison was 
righttthere again to" make the 
recovery for the Maroons on the 
Western 25. Eastern moved the 
ball to the 17, from where Hat- 
field attempted amother three- 
pointer, but the kick was short, 
and the Maroons held a 3-0 mar- 
gin at the halfway point. 
After each team failed to gain 
early in the third quarter, Black- 
welder punted to the Eastern 45. 
The Toppers moved the ball to 
the 38 in three plays but again 
lost the ball via the fumble route. 
Qilly Layman picked up the ball 
and ran with it, but the referee 
had already blown the ball' dead. 
The Maroons took over on their 
own 35 but again failed to cap- 
italize. Blackwelder was sent in to 
punt. 
Western Takes Lead ■ 
Boone caught the ball on the 
20 and returned to the 30. From 
there the Toppers began a drive 
that covered 70 yards in 11 plays. 
Western garnered four first downs 
in the drive. Best climaxed the 
drive by busting over from the 
one with 3:29 remaining in the 
third quarter. Waff tacked on the 
extra point and the Hilltoppers 
led 7-3 despite their five fumbles. 
The Maroons started a drive of 
their own late in the third quart- 
er. The Maroons brought the 
Western kick-off back to the.30 
and from that point began their 
first sustained drive. Lansdale, 
Emmons, and Lanham combined 
for a first down on the 40. After 
firing an unsuccessful serial in- 
tended for end Eddie Spenlk 
Lanham pitched out to Layman 
who rembled to the Western 47 
for another first down. Emmons 
lost two yards on the next play, 
but Western was penalized 15 
yards for a personal foul, giving 
the Maroons another first down 
on the Topper 35. Layman carried 
to the 30 as the third period came 
to a close. 
The Maroons, with Oilly Lay- 
man doing almost all of the ball- 
carrying, picked up two more 
first downs before Layman finally 
plowed over from the one to put 
the Maroons back In the lead. 
Hatfield's boot was letter perfect 
and Eastern sported a 10-7 lead 
with 11:13 to go. 
Western's fumbletlties continu- 
ed as they played patty-cake with 
Hatfield's kickoff. Guard Ken 
Goodhew smothered the pigskin 
on the Western 20, putting the 
Maroons right back Into scoring 
position. 
Lansdale ripped off five yards, 
nd an offsides penalty against 
the Toppers gave the Maroons a 
first down on the 16. After Lan- 
sdale bulled for two more. Richie 
Emmons glided around end for 
fourteen yards and another East- 
ern tally. Hatfield's kick was 
good, but a fifteen, yard penalty 
was marked off against the Ma- 
roons  offsetting   the    conversion. 
MAROONS DIG IN FOR TOUGH TENN. TECH 
A win over Western is a priceless gem in Eastern-land,  but, all Is not roses for the Maroons  after 
their  17-7  Homecoming spoiler.    The  price  of  victory came very high for Coach Glenn  Presnell and 
his Maroons. 
Shannon Johnson, the "Mister Consistent" on the Maroons' squad, received internal injuries and will 
be lost for the remaining three games, according to team physician, Dr.. Hugh Mahaffey. 
The hard-running senior half- 
back was injured midway of the 
second period as he leaped high 
for a pass from quarterbaok Tony 
Lanham. He was hit hard from 
behind by a host of red-shirted 
Hilltoppers and Dr. Mahaffey's 
report this morning advised that 
he end his college football career. 
Johnson is to be honored, along 
with sophomore hclfback, Elvin 
Brinegar, and former Eastern 
fullback. Hade Durbln, presently 
an assistant trainer, at Saturday 
night's importan tOhio Valley 
Conference game with Tennessee 
Tech, by a delegation of fans and 
well-wishers from Irvine at the 
second annual "Irvine Nifcht.' 
Last season, some 350 persons 
formed a convoy for the 31-mlle 
trek to honor tour Irvine gridders 
on the  1959 squad. 
Johnson's loss. Incidentally, 
marks the third starter this year 
who has been sidelined for- the 
season as a result of an injury 
And Harvey Yeary suffered a 
back injury in the season opener 
against Ft. Campbell that ended, 
his competitive athletic careei. 
Senior fullback, Sammy Incavido 
on the second play of the Murray 
game, suffered a groin Injury that 
put him out of action for" the re- 
msiaing seven games. 
"Shannon's loss will greatly 
hurt us," said head coach. Pres- 
nell. "He was perhaps our most 
consistent player and was just be- 
ginning to get back in top shape 
after nursing injuries for most of school record that was set just  i 
PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
|   t 
Inners of Eastern's Player Of 
the Week Award are halfbacks 
Richie Emmons and Gllly Layman. 
Emmons and Layman were a thorn 
in the side of the Western Hill- 
toppers. They each scored a touch- 
down" Layman carried 23 times 
for a total of 103 yards. Emmons 
also ran well and was lauded for 
his sensational blocking and tack- 
ling. Layman is a 175-pound senior 
from Ashland, and Emmons is a 
155-pound freshman from Ft. 
Thomas. 
the year," he added. 
The Maroons, with a two game 
win skein going and prospects o' 
completing a whirlwind finish to 
their 1960 season, are concenl rat- 
ing on pass defense again this 
week as they prepare for Satur- 
day night's invasion of the potent 
Tennessee Tech Eagles. 
Tech. co-champion of the lough 
OVC last season, is presently set- 
ting the pace with an unbleiuish- 
ed 4-0 record in loop play. For the 
season, ihey are 5-2, including an 
impressive opening game win over 
the strong Louisville Cardinals, a 
team that hasn't lost since. 
Leading an explosive offensive 
is 6-4 Gordon Mason, rated as 
their finest quarterback in history 
and far in front of the field n 
the OVC passing department. It 
was a Ma»on aerial in the f'nal 
minute pf play last season that 
gave the T e n n e s s eans a 14-10 
victry over the Maroons at Cooke- 
ville. Eastern had led prior to 
then by the margin of Joe Gray- 
beal's record-breaking 43 yasd 
field goal. 
The Maroons will also remem- 
ber the Tech game of two. seasons,. 
back when a touchdown in tUo 
waning moments gave the Eagles 
a come-f'-om-behind 20-19- win at 
Richmond. 
This will mark the second week 
in succession the Maroons will bo 
af.ked to stop a bulls-eye passer. 
Last weekend, in their masterful 
17-7 win over Western at Bowling 
Green, passing ace. Jim Dally. 
Bieo 6-4 and a highly regained 
passer, was held to just six com- 
pletions  in  fourtheen  attempts 
Presnell said that Saturday's 
win was "another team victory." 
after he reviewed films of the 
our grotlnd attack with his tre- 
mendous  effort,"  he said 
Layman, a 170 pound senior 
halfback from Ashland, broke the 
week before against Austin Peay. 
when he carried the pigskin 23 
times in picking up 103 yards. 
Last week, freshman fullback, 
Jerry Lansdale broke tha old 
mark of 20, when he carried] the 
ball  22 times. 
Other players singled out Wore 
Richie Emmons diminutive fresh- 
man halfback from Ft. Thomas, 
who was "outstanding in his 
blocking and tackling." accord- 
to Presnell, freshman fullbacks, 
Lansdale, of Mt. Sterling and 
Roger Mancinl, of Rellairo, Ohio, 
and sophomore guard Ken Good- 
hew, of Covington. 
Goodhew, along with tiie otht-r 
starting guard, Don Adkluson 
senior from Harlan, both suffered 
hand injuries against Western, 
They are expected t.o be ready for 
Saturday night's Important clash 
with Tech. however. 
The Maroons outgaiued the 
'Toppers in rushing by a wide 243 
to 92 margin, and still finished far 
in front, even though Western 
passed for 72 yards JS compared 
to Eastren s'none. 
After seven games, Layman 
-and freshman, James Chitlum. 
continue to pace the individual 
rushers. Layman, last week's 
third top rusher in the -;onfcrence, 
has netted 406 yards on 61 carries 
for a fine 6.3 average, wMle 
Chittum has gained 257 yards for 
a 6.6 average. Quarterback Tony 
Lanham, a Corbin junior, is third 
with 166 yards and a 3.6 average. 
The Maroons as a team, have 
gained 1296 yardsfo'r a 3.9 average 
on  333   nrshing attempts. 
Kickoff time at Hanger Sta- 
dium is 8 p.m., EST and, although 
a near capacity crowd is expected, 
athletic director. C h a r I es T. 
Hughes reports that plenty of 
tickets will be placed on sale at 
the gates at 6:30 p.m. 
Girls List 
Hockey Schedule 
It's in the air again! That's 
light—hockey season is here and 
so is all the fun that goes with 
it. Each year, girls who join 
WRA are given the opportunity to 
learn the skills and rules of hock- 
ey, so don't let the excuse of not 
knowing anything about hockey 
keep you away from WRA any- 
more. 
This year several games have 
already been scheduled with other 
schools. The schedule is as fol- 
lows: 
Nov.   5 Berea 1:30   Here 
Nov.   7 U. of Cin. 4:15   Here 
Nov. 12 Ursline 11:00   Here 
Nov. 22 U. of Ky. 4 :00   Away 
Come on over and give the girls 
your suppoit. You'll find out that 
hockey is a thrilling and exciting 
game. Also you'll see that the 
men are not the only representa- 
tives of athletic competition from 
Eastern. 
.     Page Thro* '■ 
OVC STANDINGS 
Conference    at) 
Team WLTWLT 
Trim. Tech  4 0 0   e a a 
Murray    3 10   3 
Middle Tenn  2 10   3 
Eastern   12 1   3 
Western  12 12 
East Tenn  13 2    2 
Morehead    0 4 0   3 
LAST WEEK'S SCORES 
•Eastern 17, Western 7 
•East Tenn. 38, Morehead 13 
Arkansas State 27, Murray 13 
Chattanooga 20, Tenn. Tech 6 
Florence St. 7. Mid. Tenn. 6 
•Conference game 
NEXT WEEK'S GAMES 
•Murray  at  Middle  Tennessee 
•Western at Morehead 
•Tennessee Tech  at  Eastern 
East Tennessee at Austin Peay 
•Conference game 
GREEN'S  BARBER  SHOP 
5  COMPETENT   BARBERS 
Supporting Eastern All The Way! 
South 2nd Street 
Richmond Office Equipment 
"School and Office Supplies" 
PHONE 2473 
South Third Street Richmond, Ky. 
• 
' 
'■J ■>. 
HERSHELL  SAYS 
"Love  These 
Allen   Edmonds" 
At 
Bob's Men's Shop 
important win. "Our running 
game again was the difference 
and Layman (Gllly) spearheaded 
Hatfield, not to be denied, made 
his second attempt good from the 
23 to give the Maroons their final 
margin of victory, 17-7, with 9:07 
left in the game. 
Western wasn't through fumbl- 
ing yet, however as Hatfield's 
kickoff was again allowed to get 
away, the baUhawklng Maroons 
recovering their seventh fumble of 
the day. Adding Insult to lnlury, 
Elvin' Brinegar intercepted a Jim 
Dalley pass and reu'rned to the 
Hilltopper 20 in the closing mo- 
ments. The Maroons were camped 
on the Western 16 aa time ran 
out. It was a great victory for tne 
Maroons and a humiliating defeat 
for Western. 
THE   STATISTICS 
Eastern       Western 
First Downs              15 10 
Yard Rushing          243 92 
Yards  Passing            0 72 
Total  Offense          243 164 
Passes                        1-8 6-14 
Pass Interceptions     2 1 
PunU                      7-32.1 
Fumbles Lost              0 
3-40.7 
7 
Yard Penalized         62 55 
I 
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WOMEN VS. MEN 
■ The fairer, gentile sex of our 
humble asylum (or is the word 
■"institution" ? No, asylum seems 
more fitting;.) has disappeared in 
a mas* of slacks, men's-style 
blazers, hats, and shirts. Gone arc 
the days of hooped skirts and fril- 
ls. Now a typical college cwd 
jnay be seen (at certain hours 
Only) in the grill showing- off he- 
ncwewt pair of fly-front britches. 
- A posterior view is horrifying! 
7s It man or mouse, male or fe- 
male? The clothing is no help. 
and the hair cut is more confus- 
ing". A female with long hair is J 
rarity   and  why?   Long  hair  re- 
DAVIS 
Beauty Shop 
Invites you to 
Step Out in 
style- 
Phone 1260 
101 S. First Street 
quires care and the use of a comb, 
whereas, a quick "claw" through 
a pixie will suffice. Are today's 
females lazy? The majority are 
not exactly lazy, they juat do not 
want to bother. Ask any man 
which he prefers, long or short 
hair. The answer will usually be 
long. "A woman's hair is her 
crowning, glory" is now a trite 
phrase, as young moderns have 
little hair with which to be 
crowned. 
Grandma's "sm.ggies" are to- 
day's bermuda shorts. Yesterday's 
pantaloons are now the latest in 
capri pants. High-topped shoes 
are strictly for kidsville. and the 
whalebone that squeezed a female 
of years past is now used in the 
whaling industry only. 
Shorts can not get much shoi l- 
er. skirts arc popping their scams 
now, and a large handkerchief 
will do nicely for a dip. What will 
come  next ? *   
BELIEVE IT OR ELSE 
MR.H0M4KEH 
W0RK5 AS A 
60*ft HUMOR 
MAN  DURING 
THE   SUMMER.// 
Spitting cobras have been 
known, to hit their target the 
eye of*their enemy- at a distance 
of 12feet. although their normal 
effective  range  is  about  6  feet. 
Aristotle was himself a rich 
man but he was also given the 
income from the equivilent of 
more than "4.000,000 by Alexand- 
er the great to devote to research 
and intellectual pursuits. 
MOZART  HAS 
NEVER HA&A'D 
MUSIC    *)'. 
LESSON 
RAY'S BARBER SHOP 
WE HAVE FOUR DEPENDABLE BARBERS 
-      TO SERVE YOU AT ALL TIMES. 
Main   Street 
W. O. HARBER L. H. MINTER 
BURNAM   AND   HARBER 
GENERAL  INSURANCE 
McKee Building Richmond, Kentucky 
VOTE 
REPUBLICAN 
MADISON   LAUNDRY 
And  CLEANERS 1 rf/ -      . - 
COMPLETE LAUNDRY  AND, 
CLEANING SERVICE —" 
LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL! 
1 HOUR — T  DAY SERVICE 
WHEN REQUESTED — NO 
EXTRA CHARGE! 
SANITONE      LICENSEE 
Third and Water Streets 
THE COLONEL DRIVE 
INC. 
TUESDAY  SPECIAL! 
Featuring 
COL  SANDERS  RECIPE 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
French Fries or Mashed Potatoes, 
Cole Slaw, Biscuits and Gravy 
Free Pass to Reda Drive In with 
each Order of Chicken! 
NOT  A  SINGLE 
Qfr fopo    POJ$M>4 
HAS BfENRER 
ev THE CARTER 
THIS YEAR.. 
Library Rolls Out The Tape 
At a glance, it appears that Eastern's librarians have turned an 
age-old enemy into a useful form for the students, that they serve and 
for themselves. Their red tape is the Scotch brand, however, and not 
the bureaucratic type. 
Because of steadily increasing enrollment and consequent heavier 
circulation of books from the library, it became apparent some time 
ago that a faster, more efficient book charging routine would have to 
be initiated. 
Different systems in use at 
other colleges were studied, but 
none of them quite filled the Bill. 
They either invcived too much ex- 
pense, or too much time needed 
to make the change from the old 
syatem to the new one. 
It was that our librarians hit 
upon the idea of using colored 
Scotch plastic tape to form a new 
and better system of book charg- 
ing. Here is how it works: As 
usual, the student, checking out 
a book, signs hi.- name on the 
book card and returns it to the 
desk clerk, then stamps the book 
and the card with the due date. 
For the student the transaction 
is complete. 
Until recently the book card was 
next filed with »ther cards bear 
ing the same due date. Each day 
a new date was used, and a new 
file was made. H a student wished 
to know to whom a book had been 
charged and when it would be,re- 
turned the desk clerk had to 
search through several small flloo 
until  he  could  locate the  correct 
ONE HOUR 
CLEANERS 
Featuring 
MARTINIZING. The-- 
MOST in Dry Cleaning! 
3rd & Main Street 
card bearing the    desired    Infor- 
mation. 
Now the book card is tabbed 
with a small piece of colored tape 
(eight colors are available) in a 
pre-determined position along its 
top. This combination of position 
and coloT represents the due date; 
thus emabling the librarian to de- 
termine the date of the card with- 
out pulling it from the single file 
in which all cards are arrangtd 
now by their Dewey Decimal 
number. . 
Here lies the greatest advantage 
in this system. With on file, there 
can be only one place to look for 
a card. Therefore, the location of 
a checked-out book can be de- 
termined In less than thirty 
seconds. Instead of a possible 
dozen or more places to look, 
there is only one. 
If the librarian wishes to check 
for overdue books, he simply looks 
for cards with tabs representing 
past dates. These cards are pulled, 
and the "guilty parties" are sent 
overdue notice*. 
This system is definitely a boon 
to the student who wants the in- 
formation we have mentioned and 
wants it in the usual hurry. It 
also allows mdte efficient use to 
be made of the llberary's re- 
sources. Quite*«yten a student will 
find that the book he desires is 
due to be returned in time to be 
of use. In this case, he can ask 
the desk to resrve it, and he will 
be notified when it is available. 
Trained librarians are on duty 
during all open hours. Suggestions 
from studenta and faculty for bet- 
ter services will be welcomed at 
all times. * 
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST 
NOW EAT THE BEST! 
GOLDEN RULE CAFE 
WHERE PEOPLE ARE FRIENDLY! 
Home Cooked Meals Delicious Biscuits 
MAIIIIO* 
ftSlOB 
NOW!  ENDS  SATURDAY 
Double   Attraction! 
VANJ0HNS0N--1 
•     Starts       SUNDAY!     • 
KIRK 
DOUGLAS NOVAK 
KovAcs RUSH   ' 
Strangers 
When    £ 
\vfeMeet * 
r.iM*&Cr*a* • (Ktwm mine 
ROYAL    ONE    HOUR    SPECIALS! 
Monday—Tuesday—Wednesday 
MEN'S  TROUSERS 
MEN'S  SPORT  COATS 
39c EACH — 3 FOR $1.00 
MIX    OR   MATCH 
I'liu: Mil Tlliuool 1\(. by SANKX PROCESS on all UAKMKNTS 
TRY 
ROYAL 
ONE   HOUR   CLEANERS 
2ND AT IRVINE PHONE 1498 
•    ALTERATIONS •    DYEING •     REWEAVLNG 
•    CLEANING •    PRESSING 
Author Reviews  LTC's 
'Sabrina Fair' 
by KEITH  DAVIS 
The audience Is restless in hushed expectancy. The lights dim, now 
dim again. At last darkness and that still excitement peculiar to the 
theatre. Curtain time, and Sabrina Fair, Samuel Taylor's popular 
Broadway production, is launched In our own Brock Auditorium. With 
credit to Eastern's Little Theatre Club, on occasion one might actually 
have Imagined himself at a Broadway production of the Long Island 
comedy. Spurring one's imagination, certainly, is Mary Margaret 
Lewis's portrayal of gay though somewhat confused Sabrina, the 
chauffeur's daughter. Overcoming the Long Island "language barrier" 
with admirable skill, this young lady performed throughout with pro- 
fessional know-how and charm. Understandably, others were not so 
fortunate with the "barrier". A month is hardly time enough for 
Eastern Kentucklans to adjust convincingly to the demands of Long 
Island provincialism. 
The portrayal of the cantanker- - 
ous old financier, Linus Larrabee, 
was 3killfu]ly achieved by Barry 
Brennen, although at times the 
part was over-intensified we felt. 
Mr. Brennen injected life into the 
character with commendable ef- 
fect, casuing Linus to emerge M 
the most colorful personality of 
the paly. Apparently, Barry too, 
won a victory over the "language 
barrier." 
Chuck Caudill, as Linus Larra- 
bee, Jr. cut a handsome figure 
on the stage and surely a hasty 
one back stage in the numerous 
costume changes. We could not 
comfortably "understand" the role 
Chuck depicted for us. The pro- 
blem might belong to the play- 
write or the reviewer, not to 
Chuck. A partial cause may lie 
the dealect distraction, or better 
said the dialect inconsistency. 
Despite the fact. Chuck manages 
to convince us In the end.   ■ 
John Boone, aa David Larrabee, 
appears handsomely, but again we 
feel a certain lack of "empathy" 
with the role, our fault perhaps. 
Maud Larrabee, depicted char- 
mingly by Mrs. Roberts we felt to 
be one of the most convincingly 
played roles of the play. 
Audra Caudill did a commend- 
able job with the part of Julia 
Ward McKinlock. 
Gay Klingleamith was impres- 
sive In the role of Mar-garet. Here 
is coming prospect for more im- 
portant characterizations, we be- 
lieve. 
Fairchild was convincing enough 
as a personality, howover .Ben 
Coo kmight have given greater 
projection to the character through 
"slowing down" his lines. We felt 
at times "hurried," with a slight 
resulting loss of communication 
between players and listener. 
As to production, the knowledge 
of a professional mind, namely 
that of Professor Honaker, was 
evident throughout the play. 
Special commendation is deserv- 
ed by the stage workers, the paint- 
ers, the prompters, and the rest, 
for their efforts. The scenery was 
most   impressive. 
All In all we enjoyed a pleasant 
evening at the theatre, our only 
real disturbance being the empty 
several seats. This production, 
despite its various weaknesses de- 
served  an  audience. 
Racing greyhounds or whippets, 
well cover a quarter of a mile in 
28 to 29 second—That's travelling 
at better than 3 M.P.H. 
The American League reached 
major status in 1901. The first 
home run was hit by Beck of 
Cleveland on April 25, 1901. 
against  Milwaukee. 
HAIR FASHIONS 
by Gretchen Wuederman 
Hairdos are becoming stranger 
than fiction. Today a women can 
and does arrange her hair in 
styles that resemble anything 
lrom a damp mop to an obstacle 
course. 
The "Bell is designed for long- 
hair. It is worn straight but poof- 
ed out on the sides and barely 
turned up at the ends. This gives 
a bell shaped effect to the hair 
and it is usually trpped off with 
wispy side bangs combed in the 
opposite direction of the part. 
This bell effect can be easily set 
with clips and large rollers. 
The Bubble is possiably the best 
known for campus weir and is 
suitable for hair of medium length. 
It lends a soft and airy setting for 
the face with its perfoci poofed 
roundness. It is set entirely with 
wire mesh rollers all over the 
head. Although these bits of metal 
muke for a lovely hair style, they 
are minature items of torture to 
the scalp; and when wearing them 
one must be beware of lightning. 
The Beehive arrangement looks 
exactly like its namesake and can 
only be worn by someone with 
long hair. Mademoiselle's tresses 
are twined around a small brisly 
cone and are held up by approxi- 
mately one-half the contents of a 
c«n of spray net. It is a stunning 
coiffure but unfortunately it la 
good only for a. one night stand 
It may be of intrest to some 
that a survey of Burnam Hall's 
bobbie pin boxes showed that the 
number of hair clips alone, which 
make these hair dos possible, 
average out to be fifty-five per 
room. If all the hair clips in Bur- 
nam, excluding bobie pins and rol- 
lers, were melted down, they 
would make approximately 15,212 
campaign buttons. 
In respect of this information, 
it is the opinion of the editors 
and myself that you should let 
your hair down and support the 
party of your choice! 
HONOR SYSTEM 
IS SUSPENDED 
Columbia, S.  C.  (IP)  —Because 
"deliberate and persistent mal- 
practice on the part of a minority" 
under the existing Honor Principle 
has led to a loss of confidence on 
the part of students and faculty 
in its workability, a special stu- 
dent - faculty committee has re- 
leased a report recommending ex- 
tensive modification of the princi- 
ple on the campus of the University 
of South Carolina. 
Dean W. H. <jaucoct, cnairman of 
the committee, emphasized that 
the report is a "realistic adaption 
of the Honor Principle (System) to 
present conditions." "These con- 
ditions," he said, "are brought 
about in part by the expansion of 
class enrollments — in some In- 
stances from a normal of 20-26 
class members to 100 or 100." 
The committee's report states 
that this has led io a "loss or con- 
fidence on the part of students and 
faculty in the workability of the 
present machinery," with two main 
results: honest students are aware 
of breaches of the syatem but fall 
to report them; many faculty mem- 
bers have In fact abandoned the 
original principle by Introducing 
such measures of vigilance as they 
feel to be necessary to protect 
their grades. 
■*- 
OPELL'S 
SUBWAY RESTAURANT 
FIRST & MAIN 
IF YOU'RE ON A DIET. DON'T 
COME IN 
BECAUSE WE FILL YOU TO 
YOUR  CHIN 
GLYNDON 
BARBER SHOP 
"FLAT - TOPS 
Our  SPECIALTY" 
Underneath 
GLYNDON  HOTEL 
THE PENNEY PLUS..double 
loops protect against runs 
* 
Enjoy stretchable sheers 
that adhere hpai^ifu^Iy to 
the contour or your legs 
give perfect fit in action. 
Sizes mid^e, norm, long. 
Vo 
Now You Can CHARGE IT 
At  Penney's! 
Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL 
. i 
The best tobacco makes the best smoke! 
H. J. Rorwidi Todaer* C«, Wlr»l«a-Sttrn, N. C. 
is 
S 
